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Depth - 90 Deg.3-5/8 InProduct Depth (in.) 52.6 inProduct Height (in.) 35.08 inProduct Width (in.) 29.53 inTable Length (in.) 34Bble width (in.) 30Amperage (in.) 30Amperage (in.) 30Amperage (amps)15 ABench - TypeTable SawBench or StationaryStationaryBlade Diameter (in.) 10Blade LocationCenteredBlade Speed5000 RPMColor
FamilyConditionNewCord Length (ft.) 6Cordless/ CordedCordedDepth ControlAdjustableDust Collection Method2.5 in. Dust PortHorsepower (hp) 3 hp Maximum Cut Depth No 45 Deg.2-1/4 inMaximum Speed (rpm)5000No Tool Blade ChangeYesPower Tool FeaturesBlade Guard System, Stand Included Product (lb.) RestoredNoReturnable90-Day Capacity
- Left16-1/2 inRip Capacity - Right30-1/2 inTools Product TypePower ToolCertifications and Listings1-UL ListedManufacturer Guarantee180 Day Stay True Guarantee - 1 Yr Limited Guarantee Maximum Cut Depth 3-5/8 Depth induction (in.) 52.6 inProduct Height (in.) 35.08 inProduct Width (in.) 29.53 InTable Length (in.) 34Bble width (in.) 30Amperage
(amplifiers)15 ABench - TypeTable SawBench or StationaryStationAlade Diameter (in.) 10Blade LocationCenteredBlade Speed5000 RPMColor FamilyConditionNewCord Length (ft.) 6Cordless/ CordedCordedDepth ControlAdjustableDust Collection Method2.5 in. PortHorsepower Dust (hp)3 Cut Depth No 45 Deg.2-1/4 inMaximum Speed (rpm)5000No Tool
Blade ChangeYesPower Tool FeaturesLade Security System,Stand IncludedProduct Weight Weight Capacity - Left16-1/2 inRip Capacity - Right30-1/2 inTools Product TypePower ToolCertifications and listings1-UL ListedManufacturer Guarantee180 Day Stay True Guarantee - 1 year limited warranty I've seen it's seen about a year. The fence no longer
remains in place when blocked. It's a question on and off, sometimes it slips, sometimes it's normal. How do I set up the mechanism? Thank you, it's as dangerous as it is. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 22 6 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 4 7 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63
64 All Combo Kits Cleaning Tools Drill Levels Lot Sanders Drivers Drivers Peel Screwdrivers speakers and bench drill lights, Grinders and Sanders bench Chargers Chargers PWRCore 12™ PWRCore 20™ PWRCore 40™ Don't Know Where to find your model number? Click here for a weekend woodworker who wants more precision than the portable drill
offerings, the 3320 SKIL 10-inch drill press with a laser is a solid choice. The X2 2-Beam laser helps ensure the precise alignment of the hole, while the depth adjustment system allows you to drill consistently each time. Five speeds cut holes cleanly through wood, metal and other materials with the 3320 Drill Press, which takes a larger diameter of bits for
woodworking and cutting. The work surface tilts from zero to 45 degrees, another plus. And with a limited 3-year warranty, this drilling press count on many large-scale furniture and construction projects. The new SKIL 3376 4 x 36-inch belt/drive Sander is two in one grinding station. DIY woodworkers can use the drive for demanding edge work and strap to
align surfaces, creating contours and smoothing inside curves. The adjustable countertop and belt angle allow sand up to 90 degrees. The corners of the miter sand with the miter sensor. Belt tracking remains safe with the adjustment of the voltage spring. The 3376 Belt/Drive Sander is mounted easily on a bench with pre-drilled holes in the base. There's
also a dust port for a 2-1/2-inch vacuum hose to help control dust. You will find all kinds of uses for the 3380 Grinder bench with light in your home workshop or garage. Smooth rough edges of chisels, drill bats and knives. Grind welded joints and rivets or Polish surfaces. Featuring a 2.1-amp engine, this meat grinder comes with medium and rough wheels.
There's a handy LED working light and rest tool for each wheel for grinding precision. The 3380 6-inch Grinder bench features eye shields and a solid cast-iron base with rubber legs that is mounted easily on the bench. For cutting irregular shapes and copying On thinner pieces, budding woodworkers will find the new 3386 SKIL 9-inch Band Saw with light
essential to their workshop. You will cut through various wood materials with a 6-TPI blade. Blade. The fast angle and height changes with the rack and pinion adjustable table. Tracking the equalizer blade makes it easy to level the blade. Other features include a rip fence for straight cuts and a miter sensor for cross-cuts. The dust port keeps your work area
dust-free, while the LED light is adjustable so that you can see exactly what you are doing. Perfect for DIY woodworkers wanting to tackle big projects in and around the house, the 3410 SKIL Table Saw is an important tool. Rip long boards up wide, cross cut small pieces, miter or cosy - this powerful table saw features a 3-1/2-inch cut-height capacity to cut
through 4X material. The 20 x 26-inch cast aluminum table supports your work, while a self-ripping rip fence and equalizer measurement system will help you achieve accurate cuts. The 3410 Table Saw sets fast with the Fast Mountain system at a heavy steel stand. With more and more homeowners tackling repairing themselves and looking for quality tools
on a budget, the SKIL 3540-02 120-Volt 4.2 Amp 7-inch wet saw tiles are ideal for replacing or installing different tile floors. Whether you're updating or renovating, adding tiles to your kitchen or bathroom is easier than ever, with a 7-inch wet Tile Saw (3550). The innovative HydroLock system keeps water splashes to a minimum, so that the tiles can be cut
out in the room where they are installed. You no longer need to go back and forth to have a saw set up in the garage or outside to cut the tiles, so the SKIL tile saw with the HydroLock system will help you finish the project faster too! The 3550 works with a 7-inch continuous diamond rim blade that provides efficient and even cutting. It is also equipped with a
sturdy rust-resistant aluminum counter and sliding side extensions that can be used to support tiles up to 18 x 18-inch. With the capabilities of the standard miter and table saw, the compact Flooring Skil saw the 3601 model allows you to cut the flooring right where you place. Durable, lightweight and portable, dyes and floor specialists agree, making the
installation of a wooden floor easier and faster. It's 12 in. The miter saw compound, the Model 3821, includes a laser, extension rails and a powerful engine that make it the perfect saw miter for any intermediate DIYer or woodworker. Transportable - integrated handles for easy transportation. The dust bag helps keep the work area clean. Nine positive stops
to set common miter angles. If power and precision are essential in your woodworking projects, then this is the puzzle for you. 4-position orbital control cut allows you to set the type of cut Fast to smooth. Cut lines will be at the point with a built-in laser guide. The unique stable leg design provides more control when starting the cut so dangling US cuts in the
past. So go ahead, take your projects to the next level with our 6.0 Amp Orbital Laser Action Laser Model 4495-02. From cutting shelving to mitering trim, the SKIL 5080 7-1/4 inch circular saw is a great entry-level saw for the home workshop. The 13 engine amp has the power and performance that you need, and an improved dust blower keeps the line cut
free of sawdust for precise cuts. Adjustable level to 51 degrees, with a positive stop at 45 degrees, let's you make a wider range of cuts. Blade changes easily with a spindle lock and blade key stored on the tool. The 5080 includes 18 tooth carbide blade. Need a more powerful circular saw for weekend or DIY projects? Skil 5180 14 Amp 7-1/4 In. Round the
saw sliced through 2 x 4s and cuts the plywood to size. Integrated dust blower keeps line cut sawdust free so you can get the job done easily and accurately. 51 degrees cosy, with a positive stop at 45 degrees, gives you a wider range of angular and miter cuts. At 7.2 Lbs., it's lighter than its predecessor, and has been updated with a spindle lock to facilitate
blade changes using a wrench on the tool. 5180 includes 24 tooth carbide blade. For a more experienced user who needs a powerful circular saw with advanced SKIL 5280 7-1/4 inch circular saw saw saw for work. The 15 amplifier engine has power and performance, you need to quickly cut lumber and sheets for the room, deck and more. A single-beam
laser guide cuts more accurately, while an integrated dust blower keeps the sawdust line free. The 51 degree coskin, with a positive stop at 45 degrees, gives different cut options, while the blade changes more easily with a spindle lock and on the instrument wrival key. The 5280 includes 24 tooth blades and a carry bag. With plenty of energy, it's 6.5 Amp
3/8 In. Variable speed drill is perfect for heavy DIYer. Complete drilling and driving tasks quickly with features like a stylish chuck to make quick bit changes. The variable-speed trigger that Skil invented makes it easy to control the drilling rate for more accurate results. There's even a built-in level to make each job finished for sure. Bottom line, this is a great
exercise that an experienced DIYer will love. For major projects, SKIL's 6335-02 Corded Drill gives you the power, durability and versatility to address just about any demanding drilling and driving job. The 7-amp engine gives serious DIY'ers power bore through solid and soft scaffolding and other materials. Keep steady with the side handle. The variable
speed trigger accelerates smoothly from low to high speeds, while a 2-finger trigger with a lock on the option gives you even more control. 6335-02 Corded Drill also has level and a 90-inch cartridge that occupies 1/2-inch bits for the most difficult jobs. This pressure control of the accidental dander orbit is the perfect tool for faster stock removal and smooth
results. The pressure control indicator illuminates when The amount of pressure applied and the brake pad eliminates gouging. With 6.0 A power, this strap dander sands to almost any type of wood surface. The pressure control indicator illuminates when the right amount of pressure is applied for the best resurfacing results. In addition, the belt remains
centered on 3 In. Strap the dander with our patented automatic belt alignment track. With the powerful 7.5 Amp engine, this variable speed mutual saw the 9206-02 model can handle rigid applications while minimizing user fatigue with its vibrations reducing the counter balance. With the powerful 9 Amp engine, this variable speed reciprocal saw the 9216
model can handle rigid applications while minimizing user fatigue with its vibrations reducing the counter balance. Orbital blade cutting action on this reciprocal saw the 9225 model cut through the wood quickly and easily. The rotating shoe automatically adapts to the surface of the material for greater stability, while cutting and controlling the vibration of the
gears reduces user fatigue during long-term use. Pros and do-it-yourself, so with appreciate the features in our new paddle switch paddle machine, the model 9296 - 01. The non-fixing paddle switch turns off automatically when released for extra safety; mandatory storage on job sites. The 9296-01 grinder machine has a lot of power in the 7.5 Amp engine,
the heavy, all-metal gear shelter yet it weighs less than 5 pounds. The most innovative battery in the industry. The patented SKIL, the industry-leading pwR CORE 12™ Lithium Battery contains an innovative temperature management system that leads to both longer operating times and longer battery life. Each cell is surrounded by revolutionary phase
change materials to keep the battery cool, all so you can power through any project. The most innovative battery in the industry. The patented SKIL, the industry-leading pwR CORE 12™ Lithium Battery contains an innovative temperature management system that leads to both longer operating times and longer battery life. Each cell is surrounded by
revolutionary phase change materials to keep the battery cool, all so you can power through any project. The most innovative battery in the industry. The industry-leading skiL PWR CORE 12™ contains an innovative temperature management system that leads to both longer operating times and longer battery life. Each cell is surrounded by revolutionary
phase change materials to keep the battery running at its best, all so you can power through any project. The most innovative battery in the industry. Leading lithium batteries in the industry PWR CORE 12™ contain an innovative temperature management system that leads to both longer operating times and longer battery life. Each cell is surrounded by
revolutionary phase change materials to keep the battery running at its best, all so you can power through any project. Two tools to cover your home project needs. Get ready to take over your next home or DIY DIY SKIL's ultimate wireless drill: PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Drill Driver and 1/4 inch Hex Impact Driver. Use the drill driver for light
and heavy DIY tasks around the house, and wirelessly kick the driver to loosen the big bolts and drive the screws through tougher materials. Both have a digital clean engine for durability and compact drilling power. And with the PWR CORE 12™ patented battery innovations supporting both tools, these strength exercises are ready to tackle your next
project. Two tools to cover your home project needs. Get ready to take on your next home or DIY project with SKIL's ultimate wireless drill kit: PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 inch Drill Driver and 1/4 inch Hex Impact Driver. Use the drill driver for light and heavy DIY tasks around the house, and wirelessly kick the driver to loosen the big bolts and drive
the screws through tougher materials. Both have a digital clean engine for durability and compact drilling power. And with the PWR CORE 12™ patented battery innovations supporting both tools, these strength exercises are ready to tackle your next project. 5-instrumental kit from SKIL PWR CORE 12™. Get everyday essentials you need to OWN your
home, all in one handy set of tools to help you cover your DIY to-do list. This kit includes five SKIL PWR CORE 12™ products designed for compact power, efficiency and performance: Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver, Brushless 12V 1/4 Inch Hex Cordless Impact Driver, Brushless 12V Oscillating Multi-Tool, 12V Light Area and 12V Bluetooth
Speaker. 5-instrumental kit from SKIL PWR CORE 12™. Get everyday essentials you need to OWN your home, all in one handy set of tools to help you cover your DIY to-do list. This kit includes five SKIL PWR CORE 12™ products designed for compact power, efficiency and performance: Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver, Brushless 12V 1/4
Inch Hex Cordless Impact Driver, Brushless 12V Oscillating Multi-Tool, 12V Light Area and 12V Bluetooth Speaker. Compact and packed with power. From lightweight to heavy DIY projects, SKIL PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver is your power tool. The clean-water engine provides durability and compact power. With PWR
CORE 12™ patented battery innovation, this power exercise is ready to tackle your next project. Compact and packed with power. From lightweight to heavy DIY projects, SKIL PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver is your power tool. The clean-water engine provides durability and compact power. With PWR CORE 12™ patented
Battery, this power exercise is ready to tackle your next project. Compact and packed with power. From lightweight to heavy DIY projects, SKIL PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver is your power tool. The clean-go-free engine provides durability and compactness With PWR CORE 12™ patented battery innovation, this power
exercise is ready to tackle your next project. Compact and packed with power. From lightweight to heavy DIY projects, SKIL PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver is your power tool. The clean-water engine provides durability and compact power. With PWR CORE 12™ patented battery innovation, this power exercise is ready to
tackle your next project. Two tools to cover your home project needs. Get ready to take on your next home or DIY project with SKIL's ultimate wireless drill kit: PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 inch Drill Driver and 1/4 inch Hex Impact Driver. Use the drill driver for light and heavy DIY tasks around the house, and wirelessly kick the driver to loosen the big
bolts and drive the screws through tougher materials. Both have a digital clean engine for durability and compact drilling power. And with the PWR CORE 12™ patented battery innovations supporting both tools, these strength exercises are ready to tackle your next project. Two tools to cover your home project needs. Get ready to take on your next home or
DIY project with SKIL's ultimate wireless drill kit: PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 inch Drill Driver and 1/4 inch Hex Impact Driver. Use the drill driver for light and heavy DIY tasks around the house, and wirelessly kick the driver to loosen the big bolts and drive the screws through tougher materials. Both have a digital clean engine for durability and
compact drilling power. And with the PWR CORE 12™ patented battery innovations supporting both tools, these strength exercises are ready to tackle your next project. Two tools to cover your home project needs. Get ready to take on your next home or DIY project with SKIL's ultimate wireless drill kit: PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 inch Drill Driver
and 1/4 inch Hex Impact Driver. Use the drill driver for light and heavy DIY tasks around the house, and wirelessly kick the driver to loosen the big bolts and drive the screws through tougher materials. Both have a digital clean engine for durability and compact drilling power. And with the PWR CORE 12™ patented battery innovations supporting both tools,
these strength exercises are ready to tackle your next project. Two tools to cover your home project needs. Get ready to take on your next home or DIY project with SKIL's ultimate wireless drill kit: PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 inch Drill Driver and 1/4 inch Hex Impact Driver. Use the drill driver for light and heavy DIY tasks around the house, and
wirelessly kick the driver to loosen the big bolts and drive the screws through tighter Both have a digital clean engine for durability and compact drilling power. And with the PWR CORE 12™ patented battery innovations supporting both tools, these strength exercises are ready to tackle your next project. Two tools for You OWN Your Home When it comes to



DIY projects around the home, this power toolkit has you covered through a wide range of at-home needs: SKIL PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 inch driver drill and brushless 12V wobble multi-tool. The compact driver drill gives you the ability to take on anything from light to heavy projects, and will help you save time on a bit of change with the Chuck
hybrid™. The oscillating multi-purpose tool has many applications from cutting to grinding, and has a 6-speed automatic sensing™ to instantly adjust the speed of the project. In addition, both tools are equipped with a compact clean-clean engine and the technology of lithium batteries PWR CORE 12™ and 12. Two tools to help you have your home When it
comes to DIY projects around the home, this nutrition toolkit has you covered through a wide range of at-home needs: SKIL PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 inch driver drill and brushless 12V oscillating Multi-Tool. The compact driver drill gives you the ability to take on anything from light to heavy projects, and will help you save time on a bit of change
with the Chuck hybrid™. The oscillating multi-purpose tool has many applications from cutting to grinding, and has a 6-speed automatic sensing™ to instantly adjust the speed of the project. In addition, both tools are equipped with a compact clean-clean engine and the technology of lithium batteries PWR CORE 12™ and 12. 3-tool kit from SKIL PWR CORE
12™. With these three basic tools within reach, you have the power to solve that next home project. This kit includes three SKIL PWR CORE 12™ products designed for compact power, efficiency and performance: Brushless 12V 1/2 inch Cordless Drill Driver, Brushless 12V Oscillating multi-instrument and 12V Area Light. 3-tool kit from SKIL PWR CORE
12™. With these three basic tools within reach, you have the power to solve that next home project. This kit includes three SKIL PWR CORE 12™ products designed for compact power, efficiency and performance: Brushless 12V 1/2 inch Cordless Drill Driver, Brushless 12V Oscillating multi-instrument and 12V Area Light. 3-tool kit from SKIL PWR CORE
12™. Two compact brushless power tools give you the power to have your home, and one easy-to-pack portable speaker lets you rock along the way! This kit includes three skiL PWR CORE 12™ products designed for compact power, efficiency and performance: Brushless 12V 1/2 inch Cordless Drill Driver, Brushless 12V Fluctuating Multi-Tool and 12V
Bluetooth speaker. 3-tool kit from SKIL PWR CORE 12™. Two compact brushless power tools give you the power to have Home, and one easy-to-pack portable speaker lets you rock along the way! This kit includes three skiL PWR CORE 12™ products designed for compact power, efficiency and performance: Brushless 12V 1/2 inch Cordless Drill Driver,
Brushless 12V Fluctuating Multi-Tool and 12V Bluetooth speaker. 4-instrumental kit from SKIL PWR CORE 12™. Drill through hard surfaces, sand sand Cut on the go, light up your workspace and incorporate your favorite tunes with this all-in-one-set power tool combo. This kit includes four skiL PWR CORE 12™ products designed for compact power,
efficiency and performance: Brushless 12V 1/2 inch Cordless Drill Driver, Brushless 12V Fluctuating Multi-Tool, 12V Area Light and 12V Bluetooth speaker. 4-instrumental kit from SKIL PWR CORE 12™. Drill through hard surfaces, sand and cut on the go, light up your workspace and incorporate your favorite tunes with this all-in-one-set power tool combo.
This kit includes four skiL PWR CORE 12™ products designed for compact power, efficiency and performance: Brushless 12V 1/2 inch Cordless Drill Driver, Brushless 12V Fluctuating Multi-Tool, 12V Area Light and 12V Bluetooth speaker. Compact and packed with power. From lightweight to heavy DIY projects, SKIL PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2
Inch Cordless Drill Driver is your power tool. The clean-water engine provides durability and compact power. With PWR CORE 12™ patented battery innovation, this power exercise is ready to tackle your next project. Compact and packed with power. From lightweight to heavy DIY projects, SKIL PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill
Driver is your power tool. The clean-water engine provides durability and compact power. With PWR CORE 12™ patented battery innovation, this power exercise is ready to tackle your next project. Compact and packed with power. From lightweight to heavy DIY projects, SKIL PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver Kit is your power
tool. The clean-water engine provides durability and compact power. With PWR CORE 12™ patented battery innovation, this power exercise is ready to tackle your next project. Compact and packed with power. From lightweight to heavy DIY projects, SKIL PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver Kit is your power tool. The clean-water
engine provides durability and compact power. With PWR CORE 12™ patented battery innovation, this power exercise is ready to tackle your next project. Compact and packed with power. From lightweight to heavy DIY projects, SKIL PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver is your power tool. The clean-water engine provides
durability and compact power. With PWR CORE 12™ patented battery innovation, this power exercise is ready to tackle your next project. Compact and packed with power. From lightweight to heavy DIY projects, SKIL PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver is your power tool. The clean-willed engine provides durability and Power.
With PWR CORE 12™ patented battery innovation, this power exercise is ready to tackle your next project. You have the Power. Power meets precision with SKIL PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/4 inch Hex Impact Driver. This wireless impact driver can Big bolts, drive screws through thick surfaces, and take on hard materials. And with all this power
drawn by a compact and lightweight tool, you can complete your projects with confidence. You have the Power. Power meets precision with SKIL PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/4 inch Hex Impact Driver. This wireless blow driver can loosen large bolts, drive screws through thick surfaces, and take on hard materials. And with all this power drawn by a
compact and lightweight tool, you can complete your projects with confidence. You have the Power. Power meets precision with SKIL PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/4 inch Hex Impact Driver. This wireless blow driver can loosen large bolts, drive screws through thick surfaces, and take on hard materials. And with all this power drawn by a compact and
lightweight tool, you can complete your projects with confidence. You have the Power. Power meets precision with SKIL PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/4 inch Hex Impact Driver. This wireless blow driver can loosen large bolts, drive screws through thick surfaces, and take on hard materials. And with all this power drawn by a compact and lightweight
tool, you can complete your projects with confidence. You have the Power. Power meets precision with SKIL PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/4 inch Hex Impact Driver. This wireless blow driver can loosen large bolts, drive screws through thick surfaces, and take on hard materials. And with all this power drawn by a compact and lightweight tool, you can
complete your projects with confidence. You have the Power. Power meets precision with SKIL PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/4 inch Hex Impact Driver. This wireless blow driver can loosen large bolts, drive screws through thick surfaces, and take on hard materials. And with all this power drawn by a compact and lightweight tool, you can complete your
projects with confidence. SKIL Self-Leveling 360-degree cross-line laser projects a bright, continuous, horizontal line around the entire room, up to 65 feet in diameter, making it easy to hang photos at the same exact height, install a rail casting chair or wallpaper accent, and more. In addition to the 360 continuous level line, it can project a plumb of cross-
lines to accurately guide a number of DIY projects. The laser level tool is automatically aligned and has intuitive indicators that let you know when your lines are not levels. The integrated lithium-ion battery has a micro-USB port for easy charging and use, as well as green, yellow and red LED lights to let you know the current charge level. The included
adjustable tripod makes it snap to position laser lines exactly where you want them. And for projects where you might not want your lines to be level or plumb as a specialty specialty HANDLING or diagonal tile work, SKIL Self-Leveling Cross Line Laser has a lock mode that allows you to position projected lines at any angle you choose. SKIL Self-Leveling
Red Cross Line Laser Level is a compact tool that allows you to simply align a few photos, shelves or cabinets and install railings, finishes and more. Its bright red horizontal and vertical lines have a laser distance of up to 50 feet. The tool is automatically aligned, and intuitive indicators let you know when your lines aren't levels. The integrated lithium-ion
battery has a micro-USB port for easy charging and use, as well as green, yellow and red LED lights to let you know the current charge level. The multifunctional clip can be attached to the top or bottom of the tool for easy positioning on the stairs, table and many other surfaces. And for projects where you might not want your lines to be level or plumb as a
specialty paint treatment, SKIL Self-Leveling Cross Line Laser has a lock mode that allows you to position the projected lines at any angle you choose. SKIL Self-Leveling Green Cross Line Laser Level is a compact tool that makes it easy to install projects such as cabinets, trim, and chair rails. For jobs that require even intervals like painting strips or hanging
multiple items, this is the tool you need! Projected measuring signs cross horizontal and vertical lines at regular intervals, and make it easy to accurately place wallpaper, paint treatments, shelves, photos, and more. Changing interval intervals is easy: just move the tool closer or further. The tool is automatically aligned and has intuitive indicators that let you
know when you're not level. Its bright green lines provide excellent visibility, and horizontal, vertical and cross-section lines can have a laser distance of up to 65 feet. The integrated lithium-ion battery has a micro-USB port for easy charging and use, as well as green, yellow and red LED lights to let you know the current charge level. The multifunctional clip
can be used at the top or bottom of the tool for easy positioning on the stairs, table and many other surfaces. And for projects where you might not want your lines to be level or plumb as a specialty paint treatment, SKIL Self-Leveling Cross Line Laser has a lock mode that allows you to position the projected lines at any angle you choose. This handy 2-in-1
laser-level tool includes a digital measurement tool and level, so you can easily and accurately tackle all your DIY projects. From aligning images to calculating square meters for your next drawing work, THE INSTRUMENT laser measurement SKIL and digital level has you covered. The laser measurement feature gives you three ways to measure up to 100
feet. The alignment feature gives you a real-time arrow guide with a sound tone when you hit 0, 45, 45, 90 degrees. The memory button saves your readings for a convenient reference. The integrated lithium-ion battery has a micro-USB port for easy charging and use, and a large LCD display and user-friendly interface make it simple. The advanced
capabilities of this laser-level tool will allow you to solve all your designs and even measure around large furniture or cabinets. The only oscillating tool you'll need to remove Grout, dander parts, or drywall cutter; SKIL PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V Multi-Tool is ready to help you solve almost any project. This adaptable multi-purpose tool not only saves
money and space from single-function tools, but also features a 6-speed automatic sensing to adjust on-site speed based on your project! Big payoff: a clean-clean engine that provides compact power for any situation. The only oscillating tool you'll need to remove Grout, dander parts, or drywall cutter; SKIL PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V Multi-Tool is
ready to help you solve almost any project. This adaptable multi-purpose tool not only saves money and space from single-function tools, but also features a 6-speed automatic sensing to adjust on-site speed based on your project! Big payoff: a clean-clean engine that provides compact power for any situation. The industry-leading fast-charging PWRJump™
innovations charge the battery up to 25% in just 5 minutes, providing enough power for up to 100 screws (based on the 2.0Ah battery). Just click on the charger and LED lights to show when your battery has jumped. The industry-leading fast-charging PWRJump™ innovations charge the battery up to 25% in just 5 minutes, providing enough power for up to
100 screws (based on the 2.0Ah battery). Just click on the charger and LED lights to show when your battery has jumped. The RAS800 comes pre-assembled with a built-in storage bag accessory and laminated MDF on top. The self-confident structure ensures that the necessary parts, such as the fence and the router bits, are stored. The RAS800 includes
a guard, a feathered board, a miter sensor and bit inserts. An effective folding design means that the table comes pre-assembled with the minimum installation needed and the feet folded for storage. Stability plus convenience makes this a great router desk for any DIYer. The RAS900 comes pre-assembled with a built-in storage bag accessory and a
laminated MDF top. The self-confident structure ensures that the necessary parts, such as the fence and the router bits, are stored. Included in the RAS900 is a guard, pen board, miter sensor and bit insert; Along with a high fence with MDF laminated persons; Double pen boards, starter pin and guard to support when routing curved parts of work; A little
height sensor to facilitate the setting of the bit and cutting accuracy, as well as additional storage compartment accessories. The RAS900 has a quick release of the mountain router that attaches and disconnects in seconds. An An The folding design means that the table comes pre-assembled with the minimum installation needed and the feet folded for
storage. Stability plus convenience makes this a great router desk for any DIYer. One system, multiple uses. Whether you're in the garage or heading on the road, SKIL PWR CORE 12™ 12V Bluetooth Speaker provides premium sound wherever you go. Get an improved bass sound with dual passive radiators, connect to convenience with multiple inputs,
and enjoy the portable speaker running on the same innovative PWR CORE 12 technology™ lithium battery as your tools, with longer running time and battery life. One system, multiple uses. Whether you're in the garage or heading on the road, SKIL PWR CORE 12™ 12V Bluetooth Speaker provides premium sound wherever you go. Get an improved bass
sound with dual passive radiators, connect to convenience with multiple inputs, and enjoy the portable speaker running on the same innovative PWR CORE 12 technology™ lithium battery as your tools, with longer running time and battery life. SkiL' Circuit Sensor Technology is a patented innovation that detects live wires in sockets, switches, cords and
fixtures up to one inch deep. Simply hold a unspodaed screwdriver near the power source and press the detection button. If the diagram is live, the red light lights up and the alert sounds. With this feature, you'll always know where the live circuits are located before you start working on the project. Every home needs a screwdriver as it can be a small drill, but
SKIL rechargeable 4V screwdriver power and features mighty! The two-finger trigger makes the start work easy, and the integrated lithium-ion battery is ready when you. LED working light illuminates dark spaces, so you're always hitting the right signs. A power drill that does the job. Tightening screws? Done. Build new furniture? Done. Drilling through
wooden, plastic or metal surfaces? Made, done and done. SKIL 20V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver is the power storm you want for any home project. This power storm comes with a PWR CORE 20™ a 2.0Ah lithium battery and a 20V charger. A power drill that does the job. Tightening screws? Done. Build new furniture? Done. Drilling through wooden, plastic
or metal surfaces? Made, done and done. SKIL 20V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver is the power storm you want for any home project. This power storm comes with a PWR CORE 20™ a 2.0Ah lithium battery and a 20V charger. drill that does the job. Tightening screws? Done. Build new furniture? Done. Drilling through wooden, plastic or metal surfaces?
Made, done and done. SKIL 20V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver is the power storm you want for any home project. This power storm comes with a PWR CORE 20™ a 4.0Ah lithium battery and a 20V charger. The power drill that gets gets Done. Tightening screws? Done. Build new furniture? Done. Drilling through wooden, plastic or metal surfaces? Made,
done and done. SKIL 20V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver is the power storm you want for any home project. This power storm comes with a PWR CORE 20™ a 4.0Ah lithium battery and a 20V charger. A power drill that does the job. Tightening screws? Done. Build new furniture? Done. Drilling through wooden, plastic or metal surfaces? Made, done and
done. SKIL 20V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver is the power storm you want for any home project. A power drill that does the job. Tightening screws? Done. Build new furniture? Done. Drilling through wooden, plastic or metal surfaces? Made, done and done. SKIL 20V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver is the power storm you want for any home project. The circular
saw that works as hard as you do. With the SKIL 20V 6-1/2 inch circular saw, you can make accurate and quick cuts through the tree. Improvements such as LED lighting, quick depth adjustment, and saw line guide make sure it will be your go-to saw for years to come. The circular saw that works as hard as you do. With the SKIL 20V 6-1/2 inch circular saw,
you can make accurate and quick cuts through the tree. Improvements such as LED lighting, quick depth adjustment, and saw line guide make sure it will be your go-to saw for years to come. Go to the wireless circular saw. Make accurate, fast and efficient incisions through the tree with SKIL 20V 6-1/2 inch Cordless circular saw. From building new shelves
to building a new deck, this is the ultimate power tool you want on your side. This irrevocable circular saw 20V comes with a 5.0Ah PWR CORE 20™ lithium battery and a 20V charger to keep its power running longer so you can get more done. Go to the wireless circular saw. Make accurate, fast and efficient incisions through the tree with SKIL 20V 6-1/2
inch Cordless circular saw. From building new shelves to building a new deck, this is the ultimate power tool you want on your side. This irrevocable circular saw 20V comes with a 5.0Ah PWR CORE 20™ lithium battery and a 20V charger to keep its power running longer so you can get more done. Go to the wireless circular saw. Make accurate, fast and
efficient incisions through the tree with SKIL 20V 6-1/2 inch Cordless circular saw. From building new shelves to building a new deck, this is the ultimate power tool you want on your side. This irrevocable circular saw 20V comes with 2.0Ah PWR CORE 20™ The battery and 20V charger to keep it powered so you can get more done. Go to the wireless
circular saw. Make accurate, fast and efficient incisions through the tree with SKIL 20V 6-1/2 inch Cordless circular saw. From building new shelves to building a new deck, this is the ultimate power tool you want on your side. This irrevocable circular saw 20V comes with a 2.0Ah PWR CORE 20™ lithium battery and a 20V charger Keep it powered so you
can get more done. Your DIY Power Drill for any task. With three features in one, 17'1 torque settings and variable speed control, the SKIL 20V 1/2 Inch Hammer Drill is the perfect tool to do the job. Versatile enough to go from twisting screws to drilling into hard materials from wood into metal and concrete, this strength hammer drill is the perfect tool for
various works. Your DIY Power Drill for any task. With three features in one, 17'1 torque settings and variable speed control, the SKIL 20V 1/2 Inch Hammer Drill is the perfect tool to do the job. Versatile enough to go from twisting screws to drilling into hard materials from wood into metal and concrete, this strength hammer drill is the perfect tool for various
works. Your DIY Power Drill for any task. With three features in one, 17'1 torque settings and variable speed control, the SKIL 20V 1/2 Inch Hammer Drill is the perfect tool to do the job. Versatile enough to go from twisting screws to drilling into hard materials from wood into metal and concrete, this strength hammer drill is the perfect tool for various works.
This hammer drill includes a PWR CORE 20™ 2.0Ah lithium battery and a 20V charger. Your DIY Power Drill for any task. With three features in one, 17'1 torque settings and variable speed control, the SKIL 20V 1/2 Inch Hammer Drill is the perfect tool to do the job. Versatile enough to go from twisting screws to drilling into hard materials from wood into
metal and concrete, this strength hammer drill is the perfect tool for various works. This hammer drill includes a PWR CORE 20™ 2.0Ah lithium battery and a 20V charger. Your DIY Power Drill for any task. With three features in one, 17'1 torque settings and variable speed control, the SKIL 20V 1/2 Inch Hammer Drill is the perfect tool to do the job. Versatile
enough to go from twisting screws to drilling into hard materials from wood into metal and concrete, this strength hammer drill is the perfect tool for various works. This hammer drill includes a high performance PWR CORE 20™ 5.0Ah lithium battery and a 20V charger. Your DIY Power Drill for any task. With three features in one, 17'1 torque settings and
variable speed control, the SKIL 20V 1/2 Inch Hammer Drill is the perfect tool to do the job. Versatile enough to go from twisting screws to drilling into hard materials from wood into metal and concrete, this strength hammer drill is the perfect tool for various works. This hammer includes a high performance PWR CORE 20™ 5.0Ah lithium battery and a 20V
charger. Lots of torque for your toughest tasks. SKIL 20V 1/4 Inch Hex Cordless Impact Driver provides controlled power of up to 1,100 inches of torque. This impact drill can tackle thick, dense forests as well as tough driving jobs or tightening large fastenings. Lots of torque for your toughest tasks. Tasks. SKIL 20V 1/4 Inch Hex Cordless Impact Driver
provides controlled power of up to 1,100 inches of torque. This impact drill can tackle thick, dense forests as well as tough driving jobs or tightening large fastenings. Lots of torque for your toughest tasks. SKIL 20V 1/4 Inch Hex Cordless Impact Driver provides controlled power of up to 1,100 inches of torque. This impact drill can tackle thick, dense forests
as well as tough driving jobs or tightening large fastenings. The 20V Impact Driver comes with a PWR CORE 20™ a 2.0Ah lithium battery and a 20V charger. Lots of torque for your toughest tasks. SKIL 20V 1/4 Inch Hex Cordless Impact Driver provides controlled power of up to 1,100 inches of torque. This impact drill can tackle thick, dense forests as well
as tough driving jobs or tightening large fastenings. The 20V Impact Driver comes with a PWR CORE 20™ a 2.0Ah lithium battery and a 20V charger. A wooden saw with an emphasis on precision. Set up each cut with a SKIL 20V Wireless Puzzle. This safe and easy-to-use wireless puzzle is perfect for first-time DIYers and experienced pros alike. Ideal for
straight and complex incisions in conifers, particle boards and plywood. A wooden saw with an emphasis on precision. Set up each cut with a SKIL 20V Wireless Puzzle. This safe and easy-to-use wireless puzzle is perfect for first-time DIYers and experienced pros alike. Ideal for straight and complex incisions in conifers, particle boards and plywood. A
wooden saw with an emphasis on precision. Set up each cut with a SKIL 20V Wireless Puzzle. This safe and easy-to-use wireless puzzle is perfect for first-time DIYers and experienced pros alike. Ideal for straight and complex incisions in conifers, particle boards and plywood. This power saw comes with a PWR CORE 20™ 2.0Ah lithium battery and a 20V
charger. A wooden saw with an emphasis on precision. Set up each cut with a SKIL 20V Wireless Puzzle. This safe and easy-to-use wireless puzzle is perfect for first-time DIYers and experienced pros alike. Ideal for straight and complex incisions in conifers, particle boards and plywood. This power saw comes with a PWR CORE 20™ 2.0Ah lithium battery
and a 20V charger. Light up on him. Whether you need to decorate a dark work area or just want some extra visibility for accuracy, the SKIL 20V LED spotlight can help illuminate a way to get the job done properly. Experience high quality lighting for your workspace with 2nd step lighting management, with 150 and 300 lumen settings for different
applications. A degree turning head will help you shine the light where you need it most, plus magnets and a hanging hook provide options for tuning. Pair this spotlight with any SKIL 20V power tool! Light up on him. Whether you need to decorate a dark work area or just want some extra visibility for accuracy, the SKIL 20V LED spotlight can help illuminate
the path to The job is done correctly. Experience high quality lighting for your workspace with 2nd step lighting management, with 150 and 300 lumen settings for different applications. A 104 degree turning head will help you shine the light where you need it most, plus magnets and a hanging hook provide options for customization. Pair this spotlight with any
SKIL 20V power tool! One of the hesitant tools is everything you need. An all-in-one power tool with limitless project potential, the SKIL 20V Fluctuating Multi-tool is what every DIYer toolkit needs. Use it for a wide range of home tasks such as removing the solution, cutting through drywall, scraping tiles during bathroom remodeling, grinding down wooden
floors and more. With a large oscillating angle of 3.6 degrees, this tool cuts with precision and efficiency. One of the hesitant tools is everything you need. An all-in-one power tool with limitless project potential, the SKIL 20V Fluctuating Multi-tool is what every DIYer toolkit needs. Use it for a wide range of home tasks such as removing the solution, cutting
through drywall, scraping tiles during bathroom remodeling, grinding down wooden floors and more. With a large oscillating angle of 3.6 degrees, this tool cuts with precision and efficiency. One of the hesitant tools is everything you need. An all-in-one power tool with limitless project potential, the SKIL 20V Fluctuating Multi-tool is what every DIYer toolkit
needs. Use it for a wide range of home tasks such as removing the solution, cutting through drywall, scraping tiles during bathroom remodeling, grinding down wooden floors and more. With a large oscillating angle of 3.6 degrees, this tool cuts with precision and efficiency. This multi-tool comes with one PWRCore 20™ 2.0Ah lithium battery and a 20V
charger, so you can get started right away. One of the hesitant tools is everything you need. An all-in-one power tool with limitless project potential, the SKIL 20V Fluctuating Multi-tool is what every DIYer toolkit needs. Use it for a wide range of home tasks such as removing the solution, cutting through drywall, scraping tiles during bathroom remodeling,
grinding down wooden floors and more. With a large oscillating angle of 3.6 degrees, this tool cuts with precision and efficiency. This multi-tool comes with one PWRCore 20™ 2.0Ah lithium battery and a 20V charger, so you can get started right away. The power of three instruments in one. SKIL 20V Rotary Hammer gives you the function of hammer drills,
drills and screwdrivers all in one simple in Tool. With its effective and powerful hammer function, it can quickly hammer through hard materials such as brick and plaster. It is also one of the best hammer drills for concrete. The power of three instruments in one. The SKIL 20V Rotary Hammer gives you the function of hammer drills, drills and screwdrivers all
in one simple-to-use tool. Thanks to its efficient and powerful hammer function, it can quickly hammer through hard materials materials bricks and plaster. It is also one of the best hammer drills for concrete. The power of three instruments in one. The SKIL 20V Rotary Hammer gives you the function of hammer drills, drills and screwdrivers all in one simple-
to-use tool. With its effective and powerful hammer function, it can quickly hammer through hard materials such as brick and plaster. It is also one of the best hammer drills for concrete. Includes PWR CORE 20™ 2.0Ah lithium battery and 20V charger. The SKIL 20V Rotary Hammer gives you the function of hammer drills, drills and screwdrivers all in one
simple-to-use tool. With its effective and powerful hammer function, it can quickly hammer through hard materials such as brick and plaster. It is also one of the best hammer drills for concrete. Includes PWR CORE 20™ lithium 2.0Ah lithium battery and 20V charger. must have, multipurpose DIY power saw. Make a few DIY projects easier with the SKIL 20V
Mutual Saw, featuring one inch of stroke and up to 3,000 beats per minute. This wireless electric saw is powerful enough to cut through several materials such as wood, tree branches, fiberglass, metal, plaster, masonry, drywall and even nails. Its open blade makes it easy to cut through materials in tight places, and the lightweight design makes it easy to
process. Be sure to have a multi-purpose DIY power saw. Make a few DIY projects easier with the SKIL 20V Mutual Saw, featuring one inch of stroke and up to 3,000 beats per minute. This wireless electric saw is powerful enough to cut through several materials such as wood, tree branches, fiberglass, metal, plaster, masonry, drywall and even nails. Its
open blade makes it easy to cut through materials in tight places, and the lightweight design makes it easy to process. Be sure to have a multi-purpose DIY power saw. Make a few DIY projects easier with the SKIL 20V Mutual Saw, featuring one inch of stroke and up to 3,000 beats per minute. This wireless electric saw is powerful enough to cut through
several materials such as wood, tree branches, fiberglass, metal, plaster, masonry, drywall and even nails. Its open blade makes it easy to cut through materials in tight places, and the lightweight design makes it easy to process. This power saw comes with a PWR CORE 20™ 2.0Ah lithium battery and a 20V charger. Be sure to have a multi-purpose DIY
power saw. Make a few DIY projects easier with the SKIL 20V Mutual Saw, featuring one inch of stroke and up to 3,000 beats per minute. This wireless electric saw is powerful enough to cut through several materials such as wood, tree branches, fiberglass, metal, plaster, masonry, drywall and even nails. Its open blade makes it easy to cut through materials
in cramped places, and lightweight design Easy to handle. This power saw comes with PWR CORE 20™ lithium battery 2.0Ah and 20V 20V The power is in your hands. The PWR CORE 20™ 2.0Ah lithium battery is supported by an innovative temperature management system that results in longer operating time and battery life. Each cell is surrounded by
revolutionary phase-change materials to keep the battery cool, and powered through any project. You can use this lithium battery to power any SKIL 20V power tool! The power is in your hands. The PWR CORE 20™ 2.0Ah lithium battery is supported by an innovative temperature management system that results in longer operating time and battery life.
Each cell is surrounded by revolutionary phase-change materials to keep the battery cool, and powered through any project. You can use this lithium battery to power any SKIL 20V power tool! The power is in your hands. The PWR CORE 20™ 5.0Ah lithium battery is supported by an innovative temperature management system that results in longer
operating time and battery life. Each cell is surrounded by revolutionary phase-change materials to keep the battery cool, and powered through any project. You can use this lithium battery to power any SKIL 20V power tool! The power is in your hands. The PWR CORE 20™ 5.0Ah lithium battery is supported by an innovative temperature management
system that results in longer operating time and battery life. Each cell is surrounded by revolutionary phase-change materials to keep the battery cool, and powered through any project. You can use this lithium battery to power any SKIL 20V power tool! Less clutter, less stress. Dust, get out! Use the powerful SKIL 20V Wireless Manual Vacuum to clean up
after messy DIY projects, easy building debris and more. And with a simple dust container to clean, you can quickly complete your project with a quick cleanup. Less clutter, less stress. Dust, get out! Use the powerful SKIL 20V Wireless Manual Vacuum to clean up after messy DIY projects, easy building debris and more. And with a simple dust container to
clean, you can quickly complete your project with a quick cleanup. Corner grinder for your home tasks. Equipped with an engine powerful enough to cut through concrete, plaster and fittings, the SKIL 20V 4-1/2 Inch Angle Grinder is a wireless grinder perfect for multiple jobs. Improved security features, such as restart protection and soft start controls, make
it easy to use regardless of your DIY skill level. Corner grinder for your home tasks. Equipped with an engine powerful enough to cut through concrete, plaster and fittings, SKIL 20V 4-1/2 Angle Grinder is a wireless grinder perfect for multiple jobs. Improved security features, such as restart protection and soft start controls, make it easy to use regardless of
your DIY skill level. The angle is a grinder that can solve any problem. The SKIL 20V 4-1/2 Inch Angle Grinder is a powerful workhorse that can grind metal and more with convenient features including reboot protection. Developed by Developed For your convenience, this grinder tool comes with a 2.0Ah PWR CORE 20™ lithium battery and 20V charger,
ensuring that you can charge it quickly and make it last longer. The angle is a grinder that can solve any problem. The SKIL 20V 4-1/2 Inch Angle Grinder is a powerful workhorse that can grind metal and more with convenient features including reboot protection. Designed without a cord for your convenience, this sanding machine tool comes with a 2.0Ah
PWR CORE 20™ lithium battery and 20V charger, ensuring that you can charge it quickly and make it last longer. SKIL PWRCore 20™ 2-instrumental combo kit. Solve everyday needs in tough DIY projects with SKIL 20V 2-Tool Combo Kit. Tighten the screws, collect furniture and drill through wooden, plastic or metal surfaces with the Cordless Drill Driver.
Drill the screws faster and loosen the stubborn, overly twisting screws with the shock driver. This combo kit includes one PWRCore™ 20 2.0Ah lithium battery and one 20V charger. SKIL PWRCore 20™ 2-instrumental combo kit. Solve everyday needs in tough DIY projects with SKIL 20V 2-Tool Combo Kit. Tighten the screws, collect furniture and drill
through wooden, plastic or metal surfaces with the Cordless Drill Driver. Drill the screws faster and loosen the stubborn, overly twisting screws with the shock driver. This combo kit includes one PWRCore™ 20 2.0Ah lithium battery and one 20V charger. SKIL PWRCore 20™ 3-tool kit. Gear with SKIL power drill combo kit: 20V Cordless 1/2 inch driver drill,
1/4 inch Impact Driver and PWRAssist™ USB charging adapter. These going to power tools can help with a variety of tasks around the house such as installing shelves, collecting new furniture, relaxing hard bolts, building a deck, powering up electronic devices and more. In addition, with the PWRCore 20™ lithium battery and 20V charger enabled, you can
start work on the project right away! SKIL PWRCore 20™ 3-tool kit. Gear with SKIL power drill combo kit: 20V Cordless 1/2 inch driver drill, 1/4 inch Impact Driver and PWRAssist™ USB charging adapter. These going to power tools can help with a variety of tasks around the house such as installing shelves, collecting new furniture, relaxing hard bolts,
building a deck, powering up electronic devices and more. In addition, with the PWRCore 20™ lithium battery and 20V charger enabled, you can start work on the project right away! SKIL PWRCore 20™ a 3-tool kit. Gear with SKIL power drill combo kit: 20V Cordless 1/2 inch driver drill, 1/4 inch Impact Driver and PWRAssist™ USB charging adapter. These
going to power tools can help with a variety of tasks around the home like installing Collecting new furniture, loosening hard bolts, building a deck, powering up electronic devices and more. In addition, with two PWRCore 20™ 2.0Ah lithium batteries and a 20V charger enabled, you can start working on the project right away! SKIL PWRCore 20™ a 3-tool kit.
Preparation with Power drill combo kit: 20V Cordless 1/2 inch Drill Driver, 1/4 inch Impact Driver and PWRAssist™ USB charging adapter. These going to power tools can help with a variety of tasks around the house such as installing shelves, collecting new furniture, relaxing hard bolts, building a deck, powering up electronic devices and more. In addition,
with two PWRCore 20™ 2.0Ah lithium batteries and a 20V charger enabled, you can start working on the project right away! SKIL PWRCore 20™ 3-tool Combo Kit. Your DIY needs are met by the SKIL 20V 3-Tool Combo Kit. Tighten the screws, collect furniture and drill through wooden, plastic or metal surfaces with the Cordless Drill Driver. Cut through
2x4s and plywood with a wireless circular saw. Charge electronic devices with a charging ™ 20 USB. This combo kit includes one PWRCore™ 20 2.0Ah lithium battery and one 20V charger. SKIL PWRCore 20™ 3-tool Combo Kit. Your DIY needs are met by the SKIL 20V 3-Tool Combo Kit. Tighten the screws, collect furniture and drill through wooden,
plastic or metal surfaces with the Cordless Drill Driver. Cut through 2x4s and plywood with a wireless circular saw. Charge electronic devices with a charging ™ 20 USB. This combo kit includes one PWRCore™ 20 2.0Ah lithium battery and one 20V charger. SKIL PWR CORE 20™ 3-instrumental combo kit. Your DIY needs are met by the SKIL 20V 3-Tool
Combo Kit. Tighten the screws, collect furniture and drill through wooden, plastic or metal surfaces with the Cordless Drill Driver. Cut through 2x4s and plywood with a wireless circular saw. Charge electronic devices with the PWR ASSIST charging adapter™ 20 USB Charging Adapter. This combo kit includes one PWR CORE™ 20 2.0Ah lithium battery and
one 20V charger. SKIL PWR CORE 20™ 3-instrumental combo kit. Your DIY needs are met by the SKIL 20V 3-Tool Combo Kit. Tighten the screws, collect furniture and drill through wooden, plastic or metal surfaces with the Cordless Drill Driver. Cut through 2x4s and plywood with a wireless circular saw. Charge electronic devices with the PWR ASSIST
charging adapter™ 20 USB Charging Adapter. This combo kit includes one PWR CORE™ 20 2.0Ah lithium battery and one 20V charger. SKIL PWRCore 20™ 3-instrumental combo kit. All your DIY project needs are met by SKIL 20V 3-Tool Combo Kit. Tighten the screws, collect furniture and drill through wooden, plastic or metal surfaces with the Cordless
Drill Driver. Seen through soft woods and plastic with jigsaw. Charge electronic devices with a charging ™ 20 USB. The combo kit includes one PWRCore 20™ 2.0Ah lithium battery and one 20V charger. SKIL PWRCore 20™ 3-instrumental combo kit. All your DIY project needs are met by SKIL 20V 3-Tool Combo Kit. Tighten the screws, collect furniture and
drill through wooden, plastic or metal surfaces with cordless drill drill drill Seen through soft woods and plastic with jigsaw. Charge electronic devices with a charging ™ 20 USB. This combo kit includes one PWRCore 20™ 2.0Ah lithium battery and one 20V charger. SKIL PWRCore 20™ 4-tool kit. Gear with this homeowner-ready combo kit: 20V Cordless 1/2
inch driver drill, 1/4 inch driver punch, 1 inch reciprocal saw and LED attention. These versatile power tools can help with a variety of tasks around the house like installing shelves, loosening hard bolts, assembling new furniture, lighting dark workspaces, cutting through hard materials during tears and more. Also, with two PWRCore 20™ lithium batteries and
a 20V charger enabled, you can start your project right now! SKIL PWRCore 20™ 4-tool kit. Gear with this homeowner-ready combo kit: 20V Cordless 1/2 inch driver drill, 1/4 inch driver punch, 1 inch reciprocal saw and LED attention. These versatile power tools can help with a variety of tasks around the house like installing shelves, loosening hard bolts,
assembling new furniture, lighting dark workspaces, cutting through hard materials during tears and more. Also, with two PWRCore 20™ lithium batteries and a 20V charger enabled, you can start your project right now! SKIL PWR CORE 20™ 4-instrumental combo kit. All your DIY PROJECT needs are met by the SKIL 20V 4-Tool Combo Kit kit. Tighten the
screws and collect furniture from Cordless Drill Driver. Cut the branches of trees and metal with a reciprocal saw. Seen through 2x4s and plywood with a wireless circular saw. Shed light on the workspace and dimly lit areas with LED spotlight. This combo kit includes two PWR CORE™ 20 2.0Ah lithium batteries and one 20V charger. SKIL PWR CORE 20™
4-instrumental combo kit. All your DIY PROJECT needs are met by the SKIL 20V 4-Tool Combo Kit kit. Tighten the screws and collect furniture from Cordless Drill Driver. Cut the branches of trees and metal with a reciprocal saw. Seen through 2x4s and plywood with a wireless circular saw. Shed light on the workspace and dimly lit areas with LED spotlight.
This combo kit includes two PWR CORE™ 20 2.0Ah lithium batteries and one 20V charger. The power is in your hands. The PWRCore 20™ 4.0Ah lithium battery is supported by an innovative temperature management system that results in longer operating time and battery life. Each cell is surrounded by revolutionary phase-change materials to keep the
battery cool, and powered through any project. You can use this lithium battery to power any SKIL 20V power tool! The power is in your hands. Lithium PWRCore 20™ 4.0Ah is supported by an innovative temperature management system that results in longer operating time and battery life. Each cell is surrounded by revolutionary phase-change materials to
keep the battery cool, and powered through any project. You can It's a lithium battery to power any SKIL 20V power tool! More energy for more PWR CORE 20™ 2.0Ah lithium battery projects is supported by an innovative temperature management system that results in longer running time and battery life. Each cell is surrounded by revolutionary phase-
change materials to keep the battery cool and powered through any project. You can use this lithium battery to power any SKIL 20V power tool! More energy for more PWR CORE 20™ 2.0Ah lithium battery projects is supported by an innovative temperature management system that results in longer running time and battery life. Each cell is surrounded by
revolutionary phase-change materials to keep the battery cool and powered through any project. You can use this lithium battery to power any SKIL 20V power tool! You have the power of the PWR Core 20™ 2.5Ah lithium battery relies on an innovative temperature management system that leads to longer running time and battery life. Each cell is
surrounded by revolutionary phase-change materials to keep the battery cool and powered through any project. You can use this lithium battery to power any SKIL 20V power tool! You have the power of the PWR Core 20™ 2.5Ah lithium battery relies on an innovative temperature management system that leads to longer running time and battery life. Each
cell is surrounded by revolutionary phase-change materials to keep the battery cool and powered through any project. You can use this lithium battery to power any SKIL 20V power tool! SKIL PWR CORE 20™ Power Saw Kit. Designed for the nutrition, efficiency and performance of the brand that invented the circular saw. This electric saw set includes
everything you need to get started with a Brushless 20V 6-1/2 circular saw, PWR CORE 20™ a lithium battery, and an automatic PWR JUMP™ charger. This unb back saw has a 24-tooth ultra-thin carbide-tipped blade that will help you make quick and accurate wood cutting, and the PWR CORE™ battery provides longer running time and battery life at work,
so you can power through any project. SKIL PWR CORE 20™ Power Saw Kit. Designed for the nutrition, efficiency and performance of the brand that invented the circular saw. This electric saw set includes everything you need to get started with a Brushless 20V 6-1/2 circular saw, PWR CORE 20™ a lithium battery, and an automatic PWR JUMP™
charger. This unbigh saw has a 24-tooth ultra-thin carbide-tipped blade that will help you make quick and accurate wood logging, and Core™ battery provides longer running time and battery life at work, so you can power through any project. The power and performance of skiL PWR CORE™ 12 Cordless Circular Saw is designed for compact power,
efficiency and performance. Whether you're cutting through lumber, panels, or trim, this compact circular saw is portable and easy to control for various cuts-perfect for all projects all over in your home. The power and performance of skiL PWR CORE™ 12 Cordless Circular Saw is designed for compact power, efficiency and performance. Whether you're
cutting through lumber, panels, or trim, this compact circular saw is portable and easy to control for various cuts perfect for all your designs throughout your home. A set of circular saws. This wireless circular saw set includes everything you need to get started on your DIY projects with Brushless 12V 5-1/2 Circular Saw, fast charging PWR CORE 12™ a
lithium battery with PWR ASSIST™ Mobile Charging, and PWR JUMP™ Charger. A simple-to-use compact circular saw will help you make quick and accurate wood cuts, and the PWR CORE battery™ provides longer running time and battery life. This circular saw kit is designed for compact power, efficiency and performance. A set of circular saws. This
wireless circular saw set includes everything you need to get started on your DIY projects with Brushless 12V 5-1/2 Circular Saw, fast charging PWR CORE 12™ a lithium battery with PWR ASSIST™ Mobile Charging, and PWR JUMP™ Charger. A simple-to-use compact circular saw will help you make quick and accurate wood cuts, and the PWR CORE
battery™ provides longer running time and battery life. This circular saw kit is designed for compact power, efficiency and performance. SKIL 6.5 AMP Wood Planer. From flattening to smoothing, the glider can quickly become one of your most useful wood tools. The 3-1/4 Inch Electric Planer is ideal for aligning and creating a smooth surface on an otherwise
rough piece of lumber, bevel edges and even bring back old wood. Get ready quickly. Charge any SKIL 20V PWR CORE lithium battery™ in the blink of an eye with the SKIL PWR CORE 20™ Auto PWR JUMP™ Charger charger. Less battery charging time means less downtime, which brings you back to work faster. When you're powering your tools with a
SKIL 20V Charger, nothing can stand between you and get the job done. Get ready quickly. Charge any SKIL 20V PWR CORE lithium battery™ in the blink of an eye with the SKIL PWR CORE 20™ Auto PWR JUMP™ Charger charger. Less battery charging time means less downtime, which brings you back to work faster. When you're powering your tools
with a SKIL 20V Charger, nothing can stand between you and get the job done. SKIL PWR CORE 20™ Electric glider set. High performance SKIL PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 3-1/4 Inch Planer is ideal for creating a smooth surface on a rough piece of lumber, beveled edges and even the reclamation of old It is also used to align the thickness of the
wood to the requirements of your project, thus eliminating the need to order custom thickness boards. The glider kit includes a 20™ 4.0Ah lithium battery and a PWR JUMP™ pwR automatic charger. SKIL PWR CORE 20™ Electric glider set. High performance SKIL PWR PWR The 20™ Brushless 20V 3-1/4 Inch Planer is ideal for creating a smooth surface
on an otherwise rough piece of lumber, beveled edges and even reclamation of old wood. It is also used to align the thickness of the wood to the requirements of your project, thus eliminating the need to order custom thickness boards. The glider kit includes a 20™ 4.0Ah lithium battery and a PWR JUMP™ pwR automatic charger. Your universal power drill.
Drive through different surfaces with confidence and precision with the PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 1/2 inch Drill Driver. The clean engine of this electric drill provides power on each drive, and the speed settings provide maximum control for each project. Choose from 17 torque settings and an additional drilling mode for almost any app. This wireless drill
driver kit comes with the PWR CORE 20™ 2.0Ah lithium battery and the PWR JUMP automatic charger™ device. Your universal power drill. Drive through different surfaces with confidence and precision with the PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 1/2 inch Drill Driver. The clean engine of this electric drill provides power on each drive, and the speed settings
provide maximum control for each project. Choose from 17 torque settings and an additional drilling mode for almost any app. This wireless drill driver kit comes with the PWR CORE 20™ 2.0Ah lithium battery and the PWR JUMP automatic charger™ device. Your multi-purpose power tool. For all your Home Reno projects, drive through different surfaces
with confidence and precision with PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 1/2 inch Drill Driver. This brush-free electric drill engine provides power, longer operation time and a longer life of the tool. Choose from 17 torque settings and an extra drilling mode for almost any driving app. This cordless Drill Driver kit comes with a PWR CORE 20™ 2.0Ah lithium battery and
a standard charger. Your multi-purpose power tool. For all your Home Reno projects, drive through different surfaces with confidence and precision with PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 1/2 inch Drill Driver. This brush-free electric drill engine provides power, longer operation time and a longer life of the tool. Choose from 17 torque settings and an extra drilling
mode for almost any driving app. This cordless Drill Driver kit comes with a PWR CORE 20™ 2.0Ah lithium battery and a standard charger. 3-B-1 Concrete Drill from SKIL PWR CORE 20™. Take on tough jobs at any time with SKIL PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 1/2 inch Hammer Drill. Perfect for driving in stone, concrete, And solution, this hammer drill
gives you three tools in one, more than 17 torque settings, and accuracy and power for any application. Easy transitions between hammer drill, concrete drill, and screwdriver modes, as well as quick changes a bit save time and keep your work going. This kit comes with pWR CORE 20™ lithium battery 2.0Ah and automatic automatic JUMP™ Charger. 3-B-
1 Concrete Drill from SKIL PWR CORE 20™. Take on tough jobs at any time with SKIL PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 1/2 inch Hammer Drill. Perfect for driving in stone, concrete, brick and mortar, this hammer drill gives you three tools in one, more than 17 torque settings, and precision and power for any application. Easy transitions between hammer
drill, concrete drill, and screwdriver modes, as well as quick changes a bit save time and keep your work going. This kit comes with the PWR CORE 20™ 2.0Ah lithium battery and the PWR JUMP™ pwR automatic charger. 3-in-1 Wireless Hammer Drill. Take on tough jobs with confidence and precision with skil PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 1/2 inch
Heavy Duty Hammer Drill, perfect for drilling holes in brick, mortar and concrete. Easy transitions between hammer drill, drill and screwdriver modes save your time and keep your work going. The side assistant handle provides additional grip for maximum safety and control. This kit comes with the PWR CORE 20™ 5.0Ah lithium battery and the PWR JUMP
automatic charger™, giving you everything you need to get started. 3-in-1 Wireless Hammer Drill. Take on tough jobs with confidence and precision with skil PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 1/2 inch Heavy Duty Hammer Drill, perfect for drilling holes in brick, mortar and concrete. Easy transitions between hammer drill, drill and screwdriver modes save your
time and keep your work going. The side assistant handle provides additional grip for maximum safety and control. This kit comes with the PWR CORE 20™ 5.0Ah lithium battery and the PWR JUMP automatic charger™, giving you everything you need to get started. Your portable precision saw. Tune each incision with skiL 20V Cordless Jigsaw, perfect for
curved and complex incisions in a variety of materials from particle boards and plywood to metal. This set of electric saws comes with the PWR CORE 20™ 2.0Ah lithium battery and automatic PWR JUMP™ Charger is everything you need to address your to-do list right away. Your portable precision saw. Tune each incision with skiL 20V Cordless Jigsaw,
perfect for curved and complex incisions in a variety of materials from particle boards and plywood to metal. This set of electric saws comes with the PWR CORE 20™ 2.0Ah lithium battery and automatic PWR JUMP™ Charger is everything you need to address your to-do list right away. Your secret weapon. The clean engine of this oscillating instrument
provides compact power for almost any project, such as solution removal, resurfacing and drywall cutting. This adaptable multi-purpose tool not only saves and space, but also equipped with a 6-speed automatic sensing to adjust the speed on the spot based on your project. In addition, with the PWR CORE 12™ Lithium battery with PWR ASSIST™ Mobile
Charging and PWR JUMP™ Charger, you'll have more power at work for longer periods of time. This means that From your to-do list faster! Your secret weapon. The clean engine of this oscillating instrument provides compact power for almost any project, such as solution removal, resurfacing and drywall cutting. This adaptable multi-purpose tool not only
saves money and space, but also features a 6-speed automatic sensing to adjust the speed on the spot based on your project. In addition, with the PWR CORE 12™ Lithium battery with PWR ASSIST™ Mobile Charging and PWR JUMP™ Charger, you'll have more power at work for longer periods of time. This means checking off the to-do list faster! 4-
mode Rotary Hammer drill. The digital, clean-up engine provides the power needed to quickly hammer through hard materials such as brick, plaster and concrete with 0-1400 rpm and 0-4500 IPM. Seamless transitions between hammer drill, drill, chisel, and chisel alignment modes reduce time and improve efficiency, while PWR CORE 20™ lithium battery
and automatic PWR JUMP™ Charger to keep your SDS hammer drill powering longer. 4-mode Rotary Hammer drill. The digital, clean-up engine provides the power needed to quickly hammer through hard materials such as brick, plaster and concrete with 0-1400 rpm and 0-4500 IPM. Seamless transitions between hammer drill, drill, chisel, and chisel
alignment modes reduce time and improve efficiency, while PWR CORE 20™ lithium battery and automatic PWR JUMP™ Charger to keep your SDS hammer drill powering longer. The final tool is for hard to reach space. Complete the projects with confidence with SKIL PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V Right Driver Impact Angle. This high performance right
angle drill is ideal for driving almost any hard-to-reach fastener inside cabinets or overheads, and an extended paddle allows you to change the grip based on the project. The 90-degree drill head provides wider access and a wider range of hard-to-reach applications. Take on tough designs and drive large fasteners with this wireless impact driver designed
for compact power, efficiency and performance. The final tool is for hard to reach space. Complete the projects with confidence with SKIL PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V Right Driver Impact Angle. This high performance right angle drill is ideal for driving almost any hard-to-reach fastener inside cabinets or overheads, and an extended paddle allows you to
change the grip based on the project. The 90-degree drill head provides wider access and a wider range of hard-to-reach applications. Take on tough designs and drive big fasteners with this wireless driver Designed for compact power, efficiency and performance. A set of strike drivers at right angles. Make complex wind projects with this impact driver set,
which includes the Brushless 12V right angle of driver impact, PWR CORE 12™ 2.0 Ah lithium battery with PWR ASSIST™ mobile charging, and PWR JUMP™ Charger. Teh Teh The driver's compact impact size and 90-degree drill head are easy to maneuver in hard-to-reach fasteners, and the extended paddle allows you to control the tool at different
clutch points. Take on the hard materials with this tool. A set of strike drivers at right angles. Make complex wind projects with this impact driver set, which includes the Brushless 12V right angle of driver impact, PWR CORE 12™ 2.0 Ah lithium battery with PWR ASSIST™ mobile charging, and PWR JUMP™ Charger. The driver's compact wireless impact
size and 90-degree drill head are easy to maneuver in hard-to-reach attachment applications, and the extended paddle allows you to control the tool at different clutch points. Take on the hard materials with this tool. Small, but mighty. Tackle projects large and small with this compact and powerful wireless reciprocal saw. It's easy to control when making cuts
over your head or running down stairs, and strong enough to cut through lumber, PVC piping and metal. This high performance power saw is perfect for anything from demolition to renovation and everything in between. Small, but mighty. Tackle projects large and small with this compact and powerful wireless reciprocal saw. It's easy to control when making
cuts over your head or running down stairs, and strong enough to cut through lumber, PVC piping and metal. This high performance power saw is perfect for anything from demolition to renovation and everything in between. PWR CORE 12™ The compact SKIL PWR CORE 12™ Reciprocating Saw Kit includes pWR CORE 12™ a lithium battery with PWR
ASSIST™ mobile charging and PWR JUMP™ charger. From tackling repair work to major renovation and demolition projects, this compact power saw makes accurate cuts in hard-to-do places and overheads. Its compact, high performance non-brushed engine makes this electric arm seen strong enough to cut through lumber, PVC piping, tree branches
and metal. PWR CORE 12™ The compact SKIL PWR CORE 12™ Reciprocating Saw Kit includes pWR CORE 12™ a lithium battery with PWR ASSIST™ mobile charging and PWR JUMP™ charger. From tackling repair work to major renovation and demolition projects, this compact power saw makes accurate cuts in hard-to-do places and overheads. Its
compact, high performance non-brushed engine makes this electric arm seen strong enough to cut through lumber, PVC piping, tree branches and metal. Random Orbits Sander Set from SKIL PWR CORE 20™ From Recycling Wooden Furniture to CabinetRy Rehabilitation Projects, High SKIL PWR CORE 20™ Accidental Orbital Sander can solve any
project that requires ultra-smooth grinding and everything in between. This versatile wireless electric dander vibrates and rotates simultaneously, eliminating noticeable curls and scratches other Sanders power can leave behind. The hook-and-loop pad makes it his and easily change out of sand paper without wasting time at work. This orbit dander kit comes
with pWR CORE 20™ 2.0Ah lithium battery and automatic PWR JUMP™ Charger, providing longer running time and battery life. The Occasional Orbit Sander Set from SKIL PWR CORE 20™ From recycling wooden furniture to cabinetry rehabilitation projects, high performance SKIL PWR CORE 20™ Random Orbital Sander can solve any project that
requires ultra-smooth grinding and everything in between. This versatile wireless electric dander vibrates and rotates simultaneously, eliminating noticeable curls and scratches other Sanders power can leave behind. The hook and loop pad makes it quick and easy to change out of sand paper without wasting time on the job. This orbit dander kit comes with
pWR CORE 20™ 2.0Ah lithium battery and automatic PWR JUMP™ Charger, providing longer running time and battery life. SKIL PWR CORE 20™ wireless vacuum portable combo. Dust management is crucial for home and workspace, and SKIL PWR CORE 20™ Handheld Vacuum does cleaning cinch. Not only is this portable vacuum wireless, mobile
and lightweight, its powerful high suction means you can take on large or small messes. This vacuum kit comes with the PWR CORE 20™ 2.0Ah lithium battery and the PWR JUMP automatic charger™ providing longer running time and battery life. SKIL PWR CORE 20™ wireless vacuum portable combo. Dust management is crucial for home and
workspace, and SKIL PWR CORE 20™ Handheld Vacuum does cleaning cinch. Not only is this portable vacuum wireless, mobile and lightweight, its powerful high suction means you can take on large or small messes. This vacuum kit comes with the PWR CORE 20™ 2.0Ah lithium battery and the PWR JUMP automatic charger™ providing longer running
time and battery life. PWR CORE12™ 2-Tool Power Drill and Electric Saw Combo. SKIL PWR CORE 12™ tools are designed for compact power, efficiency and performance. Get the power tools you need to take on just about any project with the Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver and the compact response saw, plus the PWR CORE 12™ 2.0Ah
lithium battery with PWR ASSIST™ mobile charging and PWR JUMP™ charger. The high performance of the rig is ideal for a variety of projects, from light service to heavy jobs. The swivel boot of the power saw provides smooth and accurate incisions, whether in a hard-to-reach location or at odd angles. PWR CORE12™ 2-Tool Power Drill and Electric
Saw Combo. SKIL PWR CORE 12™ are designed for compact power, efficiency and performance. Get the power tools you need to take on just about any project with the Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver and the compact response saw, plus the PWR CORE 12™ 2.0Ah lithium battery with PWR ASSIST™ mobile charging and PWR JUMP™
charger. High performance rig is ideal for a variety of different easy duty on hard work. The swivel boot of the power saw provides smooth and accurate incisions, whether in a hard-to-reach location or at odd angles. 2-instrumental set. Get the daily power tools you need, all in one handy kit to help you cover the to-do list. The High Performance Brushless
12V Drill Driver is perfect for anything from hanging a new gallery wall to heavy projects. Its hybrid ™ allows you to insert a 1/4 inch hex bit without tightening the cartridge for extra convenience at work. The Brushless 12V circular saw will help you make quick and accurate wood cuts. This unhelpful saw allows you to quickly adjust the depth for a larger range
of applications and higher efficiency. Together, this compact circular saw and drill set will have you covered for many projects in the future. 2-instrumental set. Get the daily power tools you need, all in one handy kit to help you cover the to-do list. The High Performance Brushless 12V Drill Driver is perfect for anything from hanging a new gallery wall to heavy
projects. Its hybrid ™ allows you to insert a 1/4 inch hex bit without tightening the cartridge for extra convenience at work. The Brushless 12V circular saw will help you make quick and accurate wood cuts. This unhelpful saw allows you to quickly adjust the depth for a larger range of applications and higher efficiency. Together, this compact circular saw and
drill set will have you covered for many projects in the future. PWR CORE 12™ 2-Tool Power Drill and Impact Driver Combo. Use Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver for projects ranging from lightweight to heavy jobs. Wireless Impact Driver can loosen large bolts, drive screws through thick surfaces, and take on hard materials. All this power is used
in a compact and lightweight design. This driver drill and impact Driver Combo also includes the PWR CORE 12™ 2.0Ah lithium battery with PWR ASSIST™ mobile charging and PWR JUMP™ Charger, so you can start working right away. PWR CORE 12™ 2-Tool Power Drill and Impact Driver Combo. Use Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver for
projects ranging from lightweight to heavy jobs. Wireless Impact Driver can loosen large bolts, drive screws through thick surfaces, and take on hard materials. All this power is used in a compact and lightweight design. This driver drill and impact Driver Combo also includes the PWR CORE 12™ 2.0Ah lithium battery with PWR ASSIST™ mobile charging
and PWR JUMP™ Charger, so you can start working right away. PWR CORE 12™ 2-Tool Power Drill and Impact Driver Combo. This wireless drill and hit driver combo kit is what you need, get the job done. This set includes two SKIL PWR CORE 12™ tools designed for compact power, efficiency and performance: Brushless 12V 1/2 inch Cordless Drill
Driver and 1/4 inch Hex Right Angle Impact Driver, as well as CORE 12™ 2.0Ah lithium battery with PWR ASSIST™ mobile charging and PWR JUMP charger™ device. Drill Driver has a hybrid Chuck to secure bits with a check jaw or lock 1/4 hexagonal bit without tightening. The 90-degree head of Right Angle Impact Driver provides access to hard-to-reach
applications such as inside cabinets and shelves. PWR CORE 12™ 2-Tool Power Drill and Impact Driver Combo. This wireless drill and hit driver combo kit is what you need to get the job done. This set includes two SKIL PWR CORE 12™ designed for compact power, efficiency and performance: Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver and 1/4 inch
Hex Right Angle Impact Driver, and PWR CORE 12™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery with PWR ASSIST™ mobile charging and charger PWR™. Drill Driver has a hybrid Chuck to secure bits with a check jaw or lock 1/4 hexagonal bit without tightening. The 90-degree head of Right Angle Impact Driver provides access to hard-to-reach applications such as inside
cabinets and shelves. Use Brushless Cordless Drill Driver for a variety of projects, from lightweight to heavy jobs. Wireless Impact Driver can loosen large bolts, drive screws through thick surfaces, and take on hard materials. All this power is used in a compact and lightweight design. This set includes Brushless 20V 1/2 inch Drill Driver and Brushless 20V
1/4 inch Hex Impact Driver, as well as PWR CORE 20™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery and PWRJump™ Charger. Use Brushless Cordless Drill Driver for a variety of projects, from lightweight to heavy jobs. Wireless Impact Driver can loosen large bolts, drive screws through thick surfaces, and take on hard materials. All this power is used in a compact and



lightweight design. This set includes Brushless 20V 1/2 inch Drill Driver and Brushless 20V 1/4 inch Hex Impact Driver, as well as PWR CORE 20™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery and PWRJump™ Charger. 2-Tool Cordless Hammer Drill and Impact Driver Combo. Take a hard job with confidence and precision with this SKIL PWR CORE 20™ rig. Use Brushless 20V
1/2 Inch Heavy Duty Hammer Drill to drill holes in bricks, mortar, concrete blocks and even poured concrete. This SDS hammer drill gives you three tools in one with an easy transition between a hammer drill, a concrete drill, and screwdriver modes, as well as quick bit changes to save time and keep your work going. The easy-to-use 20V 1/4 Inch Hex
Impact Driver is ideal for works requiring more torque, such as drilling large fastenings through metal and dense or knot wood. This drill and wireless blow driver combo also includes the PWR CORE 20™ 2.0Ah lithium battery with PWR ASSIST™ Charging and PWR JUMP™ Charger, so you can start working right away. 2-Tool Cordless Hammer Drill and
Impact Driver Combo. Take on the hard work with confidence and with this SKIL PWR CORE 20™ drilling rig. Use Brushless 20V 1/2 Inch Heavy Duty Hammer Drill to drill holes in bricks, mortar, concrete blocks and even poured concrete. This SDS hammer drill gives you three tools in one with an easy transition between a hammer drill, a concrete drill, and
screwdriver modes, as well as quick bit changes to save time and keep your work going. The easy-to-use 20V 1/4 Inch Hex Impact Driver is ideal for works requiring more torque, such as drilling large fastenings through metal and dense or knot wood. This drill and wireless blow driver combo also includes the PWR CORE 20™ 2.0Ah lithium battery with
PWR ASSIST™ Mobile Charging and PWR JUMP™ Charger, so you can start working right away. 2-Tool Combo: Electric saw and wireless drilling with battery and charger. The tackle to-do list into it for a long time using this handy wireless power combo kit is designed to maximize efficiency and performance. Use Brushless 20V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill
Driver for projects ranging from lightweight to heavy repairs. This electric drill without a brushed engine packs high power in each drive, and the speed settings provide maximum control. Brushless 20V 6-1/2 Cordless Circular Saw has a 24-tooth ultra-thin carbide-tipped blade that will help you make quick and accurate wood cuts. This kit also includes the
PWR CORE 20™ 4.0Ah lithium battery and the PWR JUMP charger™, providing longer running time and battery life so you can power through any project without stopping. 2-Tool Combo: Electric saw and wireless drilling with battery and charger. The tackle to-do list into it for a long time using this handy wireless power combo kit is designed to maximize
efficiency and performance. Use Brushless 20V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver for projects ranging from lightweight to heavy repairs. This electric drill without a brushed engine packs high power in each drive, and the speed settings provide maximum control. Brushless 20V 6-1/2 Cordless Circular Saw has a 24-tooth ultra-thin carbide-tipped blade that will help
you make quick and accurate wood cuts. This kit also includes the PWR CORE 20™ 4.0Ah lithium battery and the PWR JUMP charger™, providing longer running time and battery life so you can power through any project without stopping. Level with precision and ease. Level and linear laser in one compact instrument. Use the level to hang or assemble
and use a laser for projects such as tile alignment The laser can be projected on the wall or floor and uses the backlight of the digital LCD screen, for a clear and easy-to-read display from any point of view. Fill the workspace or back door with high-quality sound from the portable SKIL PWR CORE 20™ portable speaker. Connect your phone wirelessly with
Bluetooth and use integrated USB to charge other devices. Control the bass as well as play/pause from the speaker. It's This. The speaker uses the same innovative battery technology as your SKIL tools. Fill the workspace or back door with high-quality sound from the portable SKIL PWR CORE 20™ portable speaker. Connect your phone wirelessly with
Bluetooth and use integrated USB to charge other devices. Control the bass as well as play/pause from the speaker. This Bluetooth speaker uses the same innovative battery technology as your SKIL tools. PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 3/8 Inch Impact wrench gives you controlled power in compact form, with up to 100 feet of torque and up to 3,400 IPM
for driving hard nuts and bolts. It has a 3/8 inch square overcover with a friction ring for light socket changes, a variable trigger speed for better control, and a digital clean-clean engine to maximize power. This strike key set includes the PWR CORE 12™ 2.0Ah lithium battery and the PWR JUMP™ pwR charger. PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 3/8 Inch
Impact wrench gives you controlled power in compact form, with up to 100 feet of torque and up to 3,400 IPM for driving hard nuts and bolts. It has a 3/8 inch square overcover with a friction ring for light socket changes, a variable trigger speed for better control, and a digital clean-clean engine to maximize power. This strike key set includes the PWR CORE
12™ 2.0Ah lithium battery and the PWR JUMP™ pwR charger. High performance for automotive projects. Innovative features such as reverse control mode stops rotation and impact in seconds once the mount is loosened, and 200 feet of torque for fastening and nut busting, including car nuts and wicketr bolts with ease. This 1/2 inch impact key kit comes
with a PWR CORE 20™ 5.0Ah lithium battery and an automatic PWR JUMP charger™ device. High performance for automotive projects. Innovative features such as reverse control mode stops rotation and impact in seconds once the mount is loosened, and 200 feet of torque for fastening and nut busting, including car nuts and wicketr bolts with ease. This
1/2 inch impact key kit comes with a PWR CORE 20™ 5.0Ah lithium battery and an automatic PWR JUMP charger™ device. This 12V tire inflatable can take on everything from bike and car tires to sports balls. Set the pressure to 160 PSI with a digital sensor and inflate the hands-free. The inflator automatically shuts down at a given pressure. The compact,
lightweight design also makes it ideal for use in the car as a portable tire inflator for the emergency This 12V tire inflatable can take on everything from bike and car tires to sports balls. Set the pressure to 160 PSI with a digital sensor and inflate the hands-free. The inflator automatically shuts down at a given pressure. The compact, lightweight design also
makes it ideal for use in the car as a portable tire inflator for emergencies. From car tires to footballs and inflatable mattresses, this inflator can do All. Use high-pressure mode with automatic shutdown as a loud inflatable bus or use high volume mode for large inflators with up to 160 PSI. The digital clean-clean engine provides all the energy you need to get
the job done without sacrificing portability. From car tires to footballs and inflatable mattresses, this inflator can do it all. Use high-pressure mode with automatic shutdown as a loud inflatable bus or use high volume mode for large inflators with up to 160 PSI. The digital clean-clean engine provides all the energy you need to get the job done without sacrificing
portability. Solve projects with the powerful PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V Corner Grinder. The digitally bristling engine provides the extended life of the tool and the power needed to grind and cut through a variety of materials. The dual switch lock function prevents random starts and locks for long-term use. In addition, you can easily move the guard with
a tool less adjustable guard. Includes 5.0Ah PWR CORE 20™ lithium battery with PWR ASSIST™ USB adapter and PWR JUMP™ charger. SkiL' Circuit Sensor Technology is a patented innovation that detects live wires in sockets, switches, cords and fixtures up to one inch deep. Simply hold a unspodaed screwdriver near the power source and press the
detection button. If the diagram is live, the red light lights up and the alert sounds. With this feature, you'll always know where the live circuits are located before you start working on the project. Versatility and power. This woodworking router makes it easy to switch between a fixed and plunge base, and has a power of 14 amps, so you can take on more
tasks. With soft start technology, the router starts slowly and builds up to allow time to adjust. Plus accurate depth adjustments and speed control to maintain optimal RMV. Ergonomic handles limit vibration and reduce fatigue with long-term use. The hard work does not match this powerful 7.5-amp hammer drill. The 2-finger, variable trigger speed (0-3000-
RPM) has a convenient locking function on to gain control while driving and drilling. And the 48,000-BPM provides the power needed for hard applications. The heavy 1/2-key cartridge takes large diameter bits designed for woodworking and cutting, and the side aid handle allows for controlled and accurate drilling in any task. With features such as a 4-speed
orbital function, the speed and dust monitoring function enables SKIL 5 Amp Jigsaw to provide precision in a wide range of applications. This saw is perfect for precise, straight and curved incisions across a variety of materials. Accurate and packed with features with features such as a 4-speed orbital function, speed control and dust blowing feature allow
SKIL 6 Amp puzzles to deliver accuracy to a wide range of applications. Besin tools change the blade, angular cutting and and The light set this jig saw ahead of the rest. This nimble, variable speed dander has the power and sophistication to deliver fine, whirlwind-free finishes all the while collecting dust to cut the clutter. Ideal for grinding on wood, metal and
plastic. More on this product: - 7000-13, 000 OPM- Variable Speed Dial- X-Flow Dust Collection-Vibration Control- Easy to change attachments and grinding sheets. A perfect finish for any surface. This nimble dander has the strength and sophistication to deliver a fine finish to any contour surface all the while collecting dust to cut the clutter. 3 details of
attachments; The thin profile of the triangular extension pad for hard-to-reach surfaces, finger extension for narrow surfaces, and flexible extension pads on sandy curved surfaces, cover all your fine resurfacing needs. Read more about this product: - 14,500 OPM; - 4-in-1 dander; Microfiltration Low vibration; - easy to change attachments. This versatile tool
is a combination of detail and finishing dander. Its main pad has a surface area similar to 1/4 of the leafy dander. This new tool will strengthen our presence in DIY resurfacing and reaffirm our commitment in the woodworking category. Adjustable Grip screwdriver. Get both a straight clutch and a standard clutch in the same wireless screwdriver! The versatile
SKIL 4V Pivot Grip Cordless Screwdriver lets you customize the clutch with just a twist, all so you'll be ready for any project that comes your way. Every home needs a Go-To Cordless Screwdriver As this is our goal simple: to help you solve any problem around the house. Easy-to-use wireless SKIL electric screwdrivers give you the ability to tighten closet
hinges, replace wall covers, set shelves, assemble sturdy furniture and more. Stop the gas. Get performance and efficiency in a wireless blower powered by PWR CORE 40™ lithium technology. The PWR CORE 40™'s digital clean-up engine and lithium battery technology hold this wireless blower longer, while its turbine fan design maximizes performance
to 500 CFM clearing power. And heavy leaves and debris are cleaned with power-enhancing function. This set of wireless blowers includes a 2.5AH PWR CORE 40™ a lithium battery and an Auto PWR JUMP charger™ device. Stop the gas. Get industry-leading performance in a hedge trimmer powered by SKIL PWR CORE 40™ add more strength and
durability to your barn of a handmer-driven digital-brushed motor. With double blade action for clean and effective cuts, hardened steel blades longevity, and a digital non-brushed engine to keep it running longer without the hassle of gas. This Hedge Trimmer kit includes a 2.5Ah PWR CORE 40™ battery and Auto PWR JUMP™ charger. Stop the gas. Get
power and performance in a wireless chainsaw running on PWR CORE CORE lithium technology. The industry-leading technology wraps every cell in the PWR CORE 40 battery™ long-running and battery life. Power through tasks faster with the tool less chain tension and automatic lubricant and calm with anti-rollback brakes. In addition, your battery is
ready to go, charging 0-30% in just 15 minutes with Auto PWR JUMP™. This battery chainsaw kit includes a 2.5AH PWR CORE 40™ lithium battery and An Auto PWR JUMP charger™ device. Get industry-leading gas performance and power in PWR CORE 40™ lithium technology. PwR CORE 40™ 2.5Ah Lithium Battery uses patented technology with an
innovative temperature management system that leads to longer operating hours and longer battery life. Each cell is surrounded by temperature control material to keep the battery cool and powered. Use the SKIL 40v battery to power all SKIL PWR CORE 40™ tools. Get industry-leading gas performance and power in PWR CORE 40™ lithium technology.
PwR CORE 40™ 2.5Ah Lithium Battery uses patented technology with an innovative temperature management system that leads to longer operating hours and longer battery life. Each cell is surrounded by temperature control material to keep the battery cool and powered. Use the SKIL 40v battery to power all SKIL PWR CORE 40™ tools. SKIL's industry-
leading innovations are charging faster and more efficiently than ever before. Auto PWR JUMP™ charges the battery from zero to 30% in just 15 minutes and is fully charged within 60 minutes (based on the 2.5Ah battery). The charger controls every cell in the battery to control the temperature and maximize battery life. Fueled by the performance and
innovation of the SKIL PWR CORE 40™ system, the Auto PWR JUMP™ 40 Volt Charger will ensure your tools are ready to go. SKIL's industry-leading innovations are charging faster and more efficiently than ever before. Auto PWR JUMP™ charges the battery from zero to 30% in just 15 minutes and is fully charged within 60 minutes (based on the 2.5Ah
battery). The charger controls every cell in the battery to control the temperature and maximize battery life. Fueled by the performance and innovation of the SKIL PWR CORE 40™ system, the Auto PWR JUMP™ 40 Volt Charger will ensure your tools are ready to go. Get industry-leading gas performance and gas power in PWR CORE 40™ Lithium. The
PWR CORE 40™ 5.0Ah lithium battery uses patented technology that results in longer operating hours and longer battery life. Each cell is surrounded by temperature control material to keep the battery cool and Use the 40V lithium battery to power all SKIL 40V tools™. The PWR CORE 40™ 5.0Ah lithium battery uses patented technology that results in
longer operating hours and longer battery life. Each cell is surrounded by a temperature control material The battery is also cooled for power. Use a 40V lithium battery to power all SKIL 40V tools. Level of your lawn care game - without the hassle of gas - with wireless trimmer strings built for power and performance. PWR CORE 40™ Brushless String
Trimmer is made to improve efficiency and ease of use, from pruning to fighting the toughest grass. Twist Load™ Head makes it easier to load the line, and with Dual-Line Bump Feed you can download more lines without problems. The PWR CORE 40's digitally bristling engine and lithium battery technology™ gives this wireless lace trimmer the ability to
easily cut through thick grasses and grasses. The String Trimmer Kit includes the PWR CORE 40™ 2.5Ah lithium battery and auto PWR JUMP™ charger. Stop the gas. Get industry-leading gas characteristics and power in a wireless mower powered by PWR CORE 40™ technology. A digital, clean-cut engine combined with the PWR CORE 40™ technology
provides incredible power and cutting performance. You'll have control from start to finish with the click of a start button. Your battery will be ready to go, charging 0-30% for 15 minutes with Auto PWR JUMP™ (based on 2.5Ah battery). And, when the task is complete, the telescopic handle folds up completely allowing vertical storage. This lacing-free
lawnmower kit includes a 5.0Ah PWR CORE 40™ lithium battery for maximum storage time and an automatic PWR JUMP charger™ device. Stop the gas. Get industry-leading gas characteristics and power in a wireless mower powered by PWR CORE 40™ technology. A digital, clean-cut engine combined with the PWR CORE 40™ technology provides
incredible power and cutting performance. You'll have control from start to finish with the click of the start button and self-driving with variable control set speed to pick your pace. Your battery will be ready to go, charging 0-30% for 15 minutes with Auto PWR JUMP™ (based on 2.5Ah battery). And, when the task is complete, the telescopic handle folds up
completely allowing vertical storage. This electric lawn mower kit includes a 5.0Ah PWR CORE 40™ a lithium battery for maximum operation time and an Auto PWR JUMP charger™ device. Decorate your workspace with PWRCore 12™ PWRCore 12™ Flood Light combines the wide brightness of the spotlight with the portability and compactness of the
LED flashlight. Its ultra-thin head panel provides up to 850 lumens for greater visibility while working. And, with PWRCore 12™ lithium technology providing longer life and longer battery life, this working light will power through any task with you. Use rotating For different positions to hang or stand, or use a keyhole hanger to fasten the wall. This light brings
powerful brightness to a variety of tasks, such as painting the dining room or working in cramped spaces. Decorate your yours with PWRCore 12™ PWRCore 12™ Flood Light combines the wide brightness of the spotlight with the portability and compactness of the LED flashlight. Its ultra-thin head panel provides up to 850 lumens for greater visibility while
working. And, with PWRCore 12™ lithium technology providing longer life and longer battery life, this working light will power through any task with you. Use a rotating handle for different positions to hang or stand, or use a keyhole hanger to fasten the wall. This light brings powerful brightness to a variety of tasks, such as painting the dining room or working
in cramped spaces. Decorate your workspace with PWRCore 20™ The Power of Multiple Working Lights, now in one convenient and powerful SKIL PWRCore 20™ Flood Light. With two ultra-bright LED panels to illuminate large working areas with ease. Choose from three options - high (1800 lumens), low (900 lumens) or one panel (450 lumens) - and
easily rotate both panels into direct light. This working light will be powered through work with PWRCore 20™ technology providing longer battery life. Part of the PWRCore 20™ system system. It uses the same batteries as other SKIL PWRCore 20™ tools. Decorate your workspace with PWRCore 20™ The Power of Multiple Working Lights, now in one
convenient and powerful SKIL PWRCore 20™ Flood Light. With two ultra-bright LED panels to illuminate large working areas with ease. Choose from three options - high (1800 lumens), low (900 lumens) or one panel (450 lumens) - and easily rotate both panels into direct light. This working light will be powered through work with PWRCore 20™ technology
providing longer battery life. Part of the PWRCore 20™ system system. It uses the same batteries as other SKIL PWRCore 20™ tools. The solution for accurate cutting from cutting to grinding, scraping to chipping, this oscillating tool can do it all. SKIL PWRCore 20™ Multi Tool is built for power and performance, and is powered by the SKIL PWRCore 20™
lithium batteries for longer battery life. This oscillating tool is equipped with an innovative vibration reduction system (VRS) that insulates the engine from the body tool to reduce vibration transmission and enhance comfort, so you can power through tight incisions with ease. Also, with variable speed control to thin out delicate or hard materials, the constant
speed of the technology to keep the grind consistent even through the tighter material, and the soft start function so you start softly-you'll have control all the way to the finish line. The solution for accurate cutting from cutting to grinding, scraping to chipping, this oscillating can do it all. SKIL PWRCore 20™ Multi Tool is built for power and performance, and is
powered by the SKIL PWRCore 20™ lithium batteries for longer battery life. This oscillating tool has A vibration reduction system (VRS) that insulates the engine from the body tool to reduce vibration transmission and increase comfort, so you can power through tight incisions with ease. Also, with variable speed control to thin out delicate or hard materials,
the constant speed of the technology to keep the grind consistent even through the tighter material, and the soft start function so you start softly-you'll have control all the way to the finish line. A handy measurement with the click of a button This compact laser measurement tool can record distances of up to 65 feet. Use intuitive controls to access remote
and continuous measurement modes or to calculate an area. Is it necessary to measure a curved or uneven surface? Use wheel measurement mode instead of as a laser tape measure. In addition, you can easily switch between imperial and metric by pressing a button. Now you can measure with ease and convenience with a laser measure of distance
from SKIL. The speed control dial provides the right speed for the material, and LED lights on the engine base illuminate the work area. Its ergonomic handles and rigid die-cast engine shelter makes it perfect for routing with 1/2 inch and 1/4 inch shank router bit. The SKIL 4V lithium-ion screwdriver is ideal for DIY projects throughout the home. Whether it's
putting together ready to assemble furniture (RTA), tightening loops, or any task that gets thrown your way, a SKIL 4V screwdriver will do just that. The gun capture handle provides versatility with a simple twist to fit into cramped spaces, while LED light offers precision in dimly lit areas and the camera's propeller sleeve provides quick and easy support for
assembling furniture. Every house needs a rechargeable screwdriver and it checks all the boxes. SKIL Self-Leveling Laser Level projectes a bright green, 360-degree continuous horizontal line around the entire room, covering up to 100 feet in diameter. This laser automatically aligns and has intuitive indicators, so you know when your lines are not level. The
integrated lithium-ion battery has a micro-USB port for easy charging and use, as well as green, yellow and red LED lights to let you know the current charge level. The included adjustable tripod makes it snap to position laser lines exactly where you want them. And, for projects where you don't want your lines to be level or plumb, like specialty paint
treatments or diagonal tile work, the SKIL Self-Leveling Laser Level Lock feature allows you to position the projected lines at any angle you choose. From the brand that introduced the first THE saw to power tools comes SKIL PWRCore 12™ Brushless 12V Compact jigsaw Kit. This wireless jigsaw with battery and charger is designed to deliver accurate
wood cutting on different surfaces - whether straight, curved or complex cutting angle, SKIL 12V 12V will decide the work at hand. The clean-free engine provides compact power, efficiency and performance, while the pwRCore 12™ lithium-ion battery keeps the tool running 25% longer with 2X battery life. The 4-stage orbital selection provides high cutting
efficiency for a variety of materials, producing up to 3,000 beats per minute, while the built-in dust blower and Halo LED light provide clear lines for accurate cutting. PWRCore 12™ Brushless 12V Jigsaw Kit includes 2.0Ah lithium-ion battery, PWRAssist Mobile Charger, PWRJump™ Charger (25% battery in just 5 minutes), and a Bevel key to adjust the
angle of the puzzle blades. From the brand that introduced the first portable saw to the power tools comes SKIL PWRCore 12™ Brushless 12V Compact jigsaw Kit. This wireless puzzle with a battery and charger is designed to deliver accurate wood cutting on different surfaces - whether it's a straight, curved or complex cutting angle, the SKIL 12V puzzle will
solve the work at hand. The clean-free engine provides compact power, efficiency and performance, while the pwRCore 12™ lithium-ion battery keeps the tool running 25% longer with 2X battery life. The 4-stage orbital selection provides high cutting efficiency for a variety of materials, producing up to 3,000 beats per minute, while the built-in dust blower and
Halo LED light provide clear lines for accurate cutting. PWRCore 12™ Brushless 12V Jigsaw Kit includes 2.0Ah lithium-ion battery, PWRAssist Mobile Charger, PWRJump™ Charger (25% battery in just 5 minutes), and a Bevel key to adjust the angle of the puzzle blades. SKIL PWR CORE 20™ Brushless Jobsite Blower is perfect for cleaning dust saws,
debris, and everything else your job can throw at you. The Brushless engine delivers efficiency, performance and extends the life of the tool. The 3-speed design provides versatility when clearing debris from the ground or overhead, while the variable trigger speed and lock speed provide maximum control when delivering performance to 110 CFM and 180
mph air speed. SKIL PWR CORE 20™ Brushless Jobsite Blower is perfect for cleaning dust saws, debris, and everything else your job can throw at you. The Brushless engine delivers efficiency, performance and extends the life of the tool. The 3-speed design provides versatility when clearing debris from the ground or overhead, while the variable trigger
speed and lock speed provide maximum control when delivering performance to 110 CFM and 180 mph air speed. 2-Tool Combo: saw and wireless drilling with battery and charger. The tackle to-do list into it for a long time using this handy wireless power combo kit is designed to maximize efficiency and performance. Use Brushless 20V 1/2 Inch Cordless
Drill Driver for projects ranging from lightweight to heavy repairs. This electric The brush-free engine packs high power in each drive, and the speed settings provide maximum control. Brushless 20V 6-1/2 Cordless Circular Saw has a 24-tooth ultra-thin carbide-tipped blade that will help you make quick and accurate wood cuts. This kit also includes the PWR
CORE 20™ 4.0Ah lithium battery and the PWR JUMP charger™, providing longer running time and battery life so you can power through any project without stopping. 2-Tool Combo: Electric saw and wireless drilling with battery and charger. The tackle to-do list into it for a long time using this handy wireless power combo kit is designed to maximize
efficiency and performance. Use Brushless 20V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver for projects ranging from lightweight to heavy repairs. This electric drill without a brushed engine packs high power in each drive, and the speed settings provide maximum control. Brushless 20V 6-1/2 Cordless Circular Saw has a 24-tooth ultra-thin carbide-tipped blade that will help
you make quick and accurate wood cuts. This kit also includes the PWR CORE 20™ 4.0Ah lithium battery and the PWR JUMP charger™, providing longer running time and battery life so you can power through any project without stopping. Take on tough jobs with SKIL PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V Hammer Drill Kit. This 1/2 inch drill is perfect for driving
in brick and mortar surfaces and is equipped with LED light and 17 torque settings and 2 speed settings. The clean-would-power engine provides compact power, efficiency and performance, while the pwR CORE 12™ lithium-ion battery keeps the tool running 25% longer with 2X battery life. Hammer drill smoothly transitions between hammer drilling, drilling,
and various screwdriver modes using quick bit drill changes, saving you time and keeping work going. This kit includes a PWR CORE 12™ 2.0Ah lithium-ion battery with PWR ASSIST™ mobile charging, automatic PWR JUMP™ charger (25% battery in just 5 minutes), clip belt, PH2 Bit, and battery jacket. Take on tough jobs with SKIL PWR CORE 12™
Brushless 12V Hammer Drill Kit. This 1/2 inch drill is perfect for driving in brick and mortar surfaces and is equipped with LED light and 17 torque settings and 2 speed settings. The clean-would-power engine provides compact power, efficiency and performance, while the pwR CORE 12™ lithium-ion battery keeps the tool running 25% longer with 2X battery
life. Hammer drill smoothly transitions between Drilling, drilling, and various screwdriver modes using quick bit drill changes, saving you time and keeping work going. This kit includes a PWR CORE 12™ 2.0Ah lithium-ion battery with PWR ASSIST™ mobile charging, automatic PWR JUMP™ charger (25% battery in just 5 minutes), clip belt, PH2 Bit, and
battery jacket. SKIL PWR CORE 20™ 4-Tool Combo Kit includes: 20V 1/2 wireless wireless Driver, 20V 6-1/2 wireless circular saw, 20V 1-1/8 wireless reciprocal saw, and 20V LED light zone. These versatile power tools can help with a variety of tasks around the house like installing shelves, loosening hard bolts, assembling new furniture, lighting dark
workspaces, cutting through hard materials during tears and more. Also, with two PWR CORE 20™ lithium batteries and a 20V PWR JUMP™ Charger included, you can start your project right away. SKIL PWR CORE 20™ 4-Tool Combo Kit includes: 20V 1/2 wireless drilling driver, 20V 6-1/2 wireless circular saw, 20V 1-1/8 wireless reciprocal saw, and 20V
LED light zone. These versatile power tools can help with a variety of tasks around the house like installing shelves, loosening hard bolts, assembling new furniture, lighting dark workspaces, cutting through hard materials during tears and more. Also, with two PWR CORE 20™ lithium batteries and a 20V PWR JUMP™ Charger included, you can start your
project right away. The final 20V Combo Kit Tool This tool combo kit includes the following PWR CORE 20™products: driver drill, reciprocal saw, Vibration Multi Tool, Bluetooth speaker, sander, and spotlight. Includes power and performance SKIL 4.0Ah PWR CORE 20™ lithium battery with PWR ASSIST™ mobile charging, 2.0Ah PWR CORE 20™ lithium
battery with PWR ASSIST™ mobile charging and PWR JUMP charger™ Charger. The final 20V Combo Kit Tool This tool combo kit includes the following PWR CORE 20™products: driver drill, reciprocal saw, Vibration Multi Tool, Bluetooth speaker, sander, and spotlight. Includes power and performance SKIL 4.0Ah PWR CORE 20™ lithium battery with
PWR ASSIST™ mobile charging, 2.0Ah PWR CORE 20™ lithium battery with PWR ASSIST™ mobile charging and PWR JUMP charger™ Charger. SKIL Self-Leveling Green Cross Line Laser Level is a compact tool that makes it easy to install projects such as cabinets, trim, and chair rails. The tool is automatically aligned and it has intuitive indicators that
let you know when you're not level. Its bright green lines provide excellent visibility, and horizontal and vertical lines can be projected over a distance of 65 feet. The integrated, rechargeable lithium-ion battery has a micro-USB port for easy charging and use, as well as green, yellow and red LED lights to let you know the current state of the charge. The
multifunctional clip can be used at the top or bottom of the tool for easy positioning on the stairs, table and many other surfaces. And for projects where you might not want your lines to be level or plumb as A paint treatment, SKIL Self-Leveling Cross Line Laser has a lock mode that allows you to position the projected lines at any angle you choose. Get
everyday essentials you need for your own home or car, all in one convenient way to cover the to-do list. This kit includes three skiL PWR CORE 12™ products designed for compact power, efficiency and performance: Brushless 12V 1/2 Cordless Drill Driver, 12V Area Light and 12V Inflator. Drive through different surfaces with confidence and precision with
PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 1/2 inch Drill Driver. This electric drill's clean engine provides power on each drive, while the variable-speed trigger switch provides maximum control for each project. The inflator is equipped with a digital pressure sensor of up to 160 PSI. With high-pressure mode and auto shutoff for loud inflating, the compact and lightweight
design makes it ideal for use in the car. The LED light zone has a 120-degree twist around room lighting or emergencies. PWR CORE 12™ Patented battery technology keeps the battery cool and maximizes power for up to 25% longer and 2X battery life. Whether it's designs around a house, car or garage, the SKIL 3-Tool combo kit will be your go-to to get
the job done. Get everyday essentials you need for your own home or car, all in one handy kit to cover the to-do list. This kit includes three skiL PWR CORE 12™ products designed for compact power, efficiency and performance: Brushless 12V 1/2 Cordless Drill Driver, 12V Area Light and 12V Inflator. Drive through different surfaces with confidence and
precision with PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 1/2 inch Drill Driver. This electric drill's clean engine provides power on each drive, while the variable-speed trigger switch provides maximum control for each project. The inflator is equipped with a digital pressure sensor of up to 160 PSI. With high-pressure mode and auto shutoff for loud inflating, the compact and
lightweight design makes it ideal for use in the car. The LED light zone has a 120-degree twist around room lighting or emergencies. PWR CORE 12™ Patented battery technology keeps the battery cool and maximizes power for up to 25% longer and 2X battery life. Whether it's designs around a house, car or garage, the SKIL 3-Tool combo kit will be your
go-to to get the job done. Take a hard job with confidence and precision with this SKIL PWR CORE 20™ Brushless Drill Set. The easy-to-handle Brushless 20V 1/4-inch Hex Impact Driver is ideal for works requiring more torque, such as drilling large fastenings through metal or wood. Use Brushless 20V 1/2-Inch Hammer Drill to drill holes in brick, mortar,
concrete blocks. This hammer drill gives you three tools in one with lightweight Between hammer drill, drill, and screwdriver modes, as well as quick bit changes to save time and keep your work going. PwR CORE 20™ Patented battery technology keeps the battery cool and maximizes power for longer run by 25% 25% and 2X battery life. This wireless drill
and driver's impact combo kit includes the PWR CORE 20™ 4.0Ah lithium battery, PWR ASSIST™ USB charging adapter, Auto PWR JUMP™ charger, 2 Double End Bit PH2, PH2 Bit, (2) belt, and soft bag so you can start working right away. Take a hard job with confidence and precision with this SKIL PWR CORE 20™ Brushless Drill Set. The easy-to-
handle Brushless 20V 1/4-inch Hex Impact Driver is ideal for works requiring more torque, such as drilling large fastenings through metal or wood. Use Brushless 20V 1/2-Inch Hammer Drill to drill holes in brick, mortar, concrete blocks. This hammer drill gives you three tools in one with easy transitions between hammer drill, drill, and screwdriver modes, as
well as quick bit changes to save time and keep your work going. PwR CORE 20™ Patented battery technology keeps the battery cool and maximizes power for up to 25% more running time and 2X battery life. This wireless drill and driver's impact combo kit includes the PWR CORE 20™ 4.0Ah lithium battery, PWR ASSIST™ USB charging adapter, Auto
PWR JUMP™ charger, 2 Double End Bit PH2, PH2 Bit, (2) belt, and soft bag so you can start working right away. Get the everyday essentials you need for your project, all in one handy set of tools. This toolkit includes four skiL PWR CORE 12™ products designed for compact power, efficiency and performance: Brushless 12V 1/2-inch wireless drilling
driver, Brushless 12V 5-1/2 Inch Cordless Circular Saw, Brushless 12V Compact Response Saw, 12V Area Light, and 2.0Ah 4.0m Lithium-Ion Battery. Drive through different surfaces with confidence and precision with PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 1/2 inch Drill Driver. This electric drill's clean engine provides power on each drive, while the variable-speed
trigger switch provides maximum control for each project. Choose from 17 torque settings to take control with 350 in.lbs of torque. The wireless circular saw is equipped with an 18-tooth, thin kerf carbide-tipped blade and sturdy steel shoes, providing quick clean cuts, while integrated dust blowducts keeps the cut lines clean and visible for ultimate accuracy.
From solution repairs to major renovation and demolition projects, the brushless SKIL wireless reciprocal saw makes quick breeze cuts with its lightweight design, providing compact power and easy overhead use. High performance without a brushed engine makes this electric hand saw strong enough to cut through lumber, PVC piping, trees and metal. The
LED light has a 120-degree turning head, so you can illuminate any area of your space. For all your tough jobs, the SKIL 4-Tool combo kit will be your go-to to get the job done. Get the everyday essentials you need for your project, all in one handy set of tools. This toolkit includes four four PwR CORE 12™ products designed for compact power, efficiency
and performance: Brushless 12V 1/2-inch cordless Drill Driver, Brushless 12V 5-1/2 Inch Cordless Circular Saw, Brushless 12V Compact Response Saw, 12V Area Light, and 2.0Ah and 4.0 Lithium-Ion Battery. Drive through different surfaces with confidence and precision with PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 1/2 inch Drill Driver. This electric drill's clean engine
provides power on each drive, while the variable-speed trigger switch provides maximum control for each project. Choose from 17 torque settings to take control with 350 in.lbs of torque. The wireless circular saw is equipped with an 18-tooth, thin kerf carbide-tipped blade and sturdy steel shoes, providing quick clean cuts, while integrated dust blowducts
keeps the cut lines clean and visible for ultimate accuracy. From solution repairs to major renovation and demolition projects, the brushless SKIL wireless reciprocal saw makes quick breeze cuts with its lightweight design, providing compact power and easy overhead use. The high performance without brushing engine makes this electric arm see strong
enough to cut through lumber, PVC piping, tree branches and metal. The LED light has a 120-degree turning head, so you can illuminate any area of your space. For all your tough jobs, the SKIL 4-Tool combo kit will be your go-to to get the job done. Take on tough jobs with confidence and precision with this SKIL PWR CORE 20™ 6-piece power tool
combo kit. This stylish combo kit has you covered for either work, big or small. Drive through different surfaces with confidence and precision with the PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 1/2 inch Drill Driver. The clean engine of this electric drill provides power on each drive, and the speed settings provide maximum control for each project. Choose from 17 torque
settings and an additional drilling mode for almost any app. Use a 200 foot ⋅ torque the impact wrench provides for fixing and nut busting hard jobs at hand. The 3-speed brushless design provides versatility for a wide range of tasks, while the variable-speed trigger provides greater control over 110 CFM power. The inflator is equipped with a digital pressure
sensor to set up and view PSI in real time, and automatic shutdown allows you to work without hands. When it comes to dust control, take a look at the SKIL 20V Portable Wireless Vacuum to keep your workspace clean. Its compact design makes it easy to use, while Its 22oz container dust and high suction capabilities make it a must. The LED light area is
equipped with a 120 rotary head, allowing full lighting of your workplaces. PwR CORE 20™ Patented battery technology keeps the battery cool and maximizes power for up to 25% more running time and 2X battery life. Take on the hard work with and precision with this SKIL PWR CORE 20™ 6-piece power tool combo kit. This stylish combo kit has you
covered for either work, big or small. Drive through different surfaces with confidence and precision with the PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 1/2 inch Drill Driver. The clean engine of this electric drill provides power on each drive, and the speed settings provide maximum control for each project. Choose from 17 torque settings and an additional drilling mode for
almost any app. Use a 200 foot ⋅ torque the impact wrench provides for fixing and nut busting hard jobs at hand. The 3-speed brushless design provides versatility for a wide range of tasks, while the variable-speed trigger provides greater control over 110 CFM power. The inflator is equipped with a digital pressure sensor to set up and view PSI in real time,
and automatic shutdown allows you to work without hands. When it comes to dust control, take a look at the SKIL 20V Portable Wireless Vacuum to keep your workspace clean. Its compact design makes it easy to use, while its 22oz container dust and high suction capabilities make it a must. The LED light area is equipped with a 120 rotary head, allowing
full lighting of your workplaces. PwR CORE 20™ Patented battery technology keeps the battery cool and maximizes power for up to 25% more running time and 2X battery life. SkiL PWR CORE 20™. From recycling to rehabilitation projects, the high-performance SKIL PWR CORE 20™ Random Orbital Sander can solve any project that requires ultra-
smooth grinding. This versatile wireless electric dander vibrates and rotates simultaneously for a smooth finish. The powerful engine is equipped with variable speed control to maximize efficiency at 7000-11000 OPM, while the hook and loop pad provides a quick and easy shift of sandpaper grit. With industry-leading PWR CORE 20™ lithium battery
technology, this tool powers up to 25% more battery life and 2X battery life for other tools. This orbital grinder kit comes with PWR CORE 20™ 2.0Ah lithium-ion battery, 1 hour charger, 3 PC Sanding Paper and dust box. SkiL PWR CORE 20™. From recycling to rehabilitation projects, the high-performance SKIL PWR CORE 20™ Random Orbital Sander
can solve any project that requires ultra-smooth grinding. This versatile wireless electric dander vibrates and rotates simultaneously for a smooth finish. The powerful engine is equipped with variable speed control to Efficiency at 7000-11000 OPM, while the hook and loop pad provides a quick and easy change of sandpaper grit. With industry-leading PWR
CORE 20™ lithium battery technology, this tool powers up to 25% more battery life and 2X battery life for other tools. This set of orbital dander comes with PWR CORE 20™ lithium-ion battery 2.0Ah, 1 hour charger, device, PC grinding paper, and dusty box. Stop the gas. The level of your lawn care game - no gas hassle - with this 14String Trimmer and
Leaf Blower Combo Kit built for power and performance. PWR CORE 40™ Brushless String Trimmer and Leaf Blower are equipped with a digital clean-clean motor that is designed to improve efficiency and ease of use, providing longer running time and more power. The leaf blower's turbine fan design maximizes performance for up to 500 CFM of clearing
power while heavy leaves and debris are cleared with the Power boost feature. The patented Twist load head on the cord trimmer makes it easy to load. Just insert a string and twist to get started. With Double Line Bump Feed you can download more line hassle for free, so you can cut through the thick herbs and herbs with ease. The Combo Kit includes the
PWR CORE 40™ 2.5Ah lithium battery and auto PWR JUMP™ charger. SKIL 12V PWR CORE 12™ Multi-Cutter slices through hard materials such as carpet, cardboard, fabric and leather, while the self-propelled blade allows for no interruptions of use. The battery has an integrated USB port to charge devices on the go, while a lightweight and ergonomic
handle reduces user fatigue. Whether you're laying a new carpet, breaking boxes, or cutting wrapping paper, this tool delivers a smooth finish. SKIL 12V PWR CORE 12™ Multi-Cutter slices through hard materials such as carpet, cardboard, fabric and leather, while the self-propelled blade allows for no interruptions of use. The battery has an integrated USB
port to charge devices on the go, while a lightweight and ergonomic handle reduces user fatigue. Whether you're laying a new carpet, breaking boxes, or cutting wrapping paper, this tool delivers a smooth finish. The SKIL TS6307-00 10 Jobsite Table Saw has a 25-1/2 (64.77 cm) Rip capacity and features a 15-amp engine, integrated folding legs, rack and
pinion fence rails, and an elbow dusty port to keep your site running clean. The 15-Amp engine quickly rips through hardwood with ease, while the rack and pinion fence rails make fence adjustments fast, smooth and accurate. With its 0-45 beveled capacity, the fast release lever allows you to cut between two positive stops by 0 and 45 degrees, and its 4x4
cutting capacity allows for a quick 90-degree cutting. Integrated folding feet are seamlessly formed into a folding stand to provide portability and convenience, while the elbow of dust ports systematically redirects dust into a container for easy cleaning. This large coated cast aluminum saw countertop comes equipped with a 10, 24-tooth carbide blade. Parallel
blade alignment Easily adjusting the blades along the rip fence and miter slot, for accurate accurate incisions. This table saw the safety features of the anti-reset switch in the case of power supply skil table saw manual. skilsaw table saw 3400 manual. skilsaw table saw 3310 manual. skilsaw table saw 3410 manual. skilsaw 10 table saw model 3400 manual.
skilsaw 3305 table saw manual. skilsaw table saw spt99-12 manual. skilsaw table saw user manual
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